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A methodof developlngan inputdata filefor use in the aerodynamic
analysisof a completeairplanewlththeVORLAXcomputerprogramis described,
Familiaritywith VORLAXinputdataand panellingmethodsis assumed. The
• requiredhardwareconsistsof an interactivegraphicsterminalequippedwitha
graphicstablet. Softwareincludesgraphicsroutinesfromthe TektronixPLOT
lO packageas wellas the VORTABprogramdescribedherein.
The usermustdeterminethe sizeand locationof eachof the majorpanels
for the aircraftbeforeusingthe program. Datais enteredbothfromthe ter-
minalkeyboardand thegraphicstablet. The sizeof the resultingdata file
is dependenton thecomplexityof themodeland can varyfrom ten to several




To describean aircraftconfigurationusingthe VORLAXaerodynamicomputer
program(ref.l) a set of geometricdataarrangedin a specificformatis
required.At timesitmay be necessaryto analyzean aircraftconfiguration
for whichthe requirednumericaldata is eithernonexistentor in a formthat
is incompatibleforuse withthe VORLAXprogram. Inmost cases,however,an
aircraftthree-view,drawnto scale,is available.Sincea three-vie_ldrawing
containsmost of the requiredgeometricdata,it is a logicalstartingpoint
fromwhichto developa numericalmodel.
. ProgramVORTABhas beenwrittento generatea VORLAXinputdata file
from informationobtainedfromthe configurationthr_e-viewdrawing.VORTAB
" permitsthe definitionof as manymajorandminorpanelsas requiredto define
the configurationwithinthe limitationsimposedby the VORLAXproqram. The
typesof panelsthatcan be definedare camberedand uncamberedflatpanels,
fuselagepanels,and nacellepanels. Camberdatacannotbe determinedwith
sufficient accuracy from the three-view drawing and must, therefore,.b_ entered
in tabularform. The aircraftconfigurationis assumedto be symmetricalabout
its X-Z plane.
The procedurefile PVORTAB (usedto executeprogramVORTAB)and program
VORTABhave been written to be used on the Langley Research Center CDCcomputers "
with the Network Operating System (NOS) and Tektronix Plot I0 graphics package.
Langley Users may find the procedure file and computer program on access files
under user number 214737C.
PROGRAMDESCRIPTIONANDSAMPLEEXECUTION
A descriptionand sample executionof each sectionof the programwill
now be presented,illustratedby copies of the terminaldisplayduring the
executionand three-viewdrawings. In the illustrationsof the screendisplay,
severaloccurrencesof questionmarks precededby numberswill be found. At
these points in the program,data is requiredfrom the graphics tablet. These
numberscorrespondto locationson the three-viewdrawings from which the
requireddata are taken. The numbersare composedof two parts. The first
refers to a figurenumberwhile the second refers to a point on that figure,
for example5-A refers to point A in figure 5; a point labeled4b-C would
refer to point C on figure 4b.
Figure l shows the first two steps in the executionof the program
VORTAB. The first commandgets procedurefile PVORTAB
GET, PVORTAB/UN:214737C/ST:CPF
The second commandexecutes the procedure file.
CALL, PVORTAB(NAME:EXAMPLE)
EXAMPLEis the name of the file on which the resulting data will be stored.
Any desired name can be used in place of EXAMPLE. •
ProcedureFile PVORTAB
Procedurefile PVORTAB,listed in AppendixA, is used to get PLANE, which
is the binaryform of programVORTAB,and also ensuresthat the files onto
which VORTAB writes will be empty before•execution.The binary program PLANE
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is thenexecuted.Afterthe executioniscompleted,the threeoutputfiles
are savedas one packedfile,underthe namespecifiedin the call statement.
Thenthe two binaryprograms,READBand PLOTB(ref.2), are obtainedfrom
. permanentfileand executed.ThisCausesthe conf_guration_tobe plotted
allowingtheadequacyof themodellngto be determined.
Preparationand Useof the Three-ViewDrawing
Use of programVORTAB(AppendixB) requiresaccessto an interactive
computergraphicsterminalequippedwitha graphicstablet. Beforethe pro-
gramcan be used,a numberof itemsmust be prepared.This programis designed
for usewith a configurationthree-vlew,drawnto scale. The threerequired
viewsare a top view,withthe noseto the left,a sideview,withthe nose
to the left,and a frontview (seefig.2). The drawingmay be placedon the
tabletin one pieceor itmay be separatedintotwo or threeseparatesections.
To obtainthegreatestaccuracy,the drawingshouldbe as largeas possible
whilefittingon the usable'portlonof the tablet. The preciseorientation
of the threeviews,or of eachof the separateviews,is unimportant;however,
a llnethatwouldbe horizontalon any of the viewsshouldintersect he bottom
of the tabletat an anglelessthan45 degrees. The requiredconfiguration
panelscan be definedon eithersideof theaircraftX-Z plane,as sjmTnetry
is assumed,and all the panelswill be storedin the VORLAXinputdatafiles
assumingthe right-handsideof the configuration.Lineswhichare hiddenin
thefrontviewwillpresentproblemsin locatingsomepanels. If the front
and sideviewsare alignedproperly,the verticallocationsof the hidden
front-viewpanelscan be takenfromthe sideview.
. Organizationof the VORTABProgram
The VORTABprogramis organizedintosix sections.The firstsectionis
" usedto determinetheorientationof eachviewof the configurationthreeview.
Thissectionalsodeterminesthe scalingfactorto be usedto convertthedata
fromtabletunitsintoaircraftunits. The secondthroughfifthsectionsare
usedto defineindividualmajorpanels. Thesepanelsare dividedintofour
catagorieswithone sectienof theprogramallocatedfor each. The categories
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are; (I) wingsand otherflatpanelsthatcan havecamber,(2) fuselagepan-
els, (3) verticalflatpanels,and (4) nacellepanels. As many panelsas are
neededto definethe variousconfigurationcomponentsmay be definedwith pro-
gramVORTABprovidingthe l'Imitationsimposedby the VORLAXprogramare observed.
The finalsectionof the'programis usedto enternumericaldata. Thesedata
havetwo purposes:to enterinstructionsused in processingthe configuration,
and to entercertainparametersthatare usedto definethe configuration.
Afterall of the datahas beenenteredit is storedon disc in a permanent
file. The nameof the fileis specifiedin the callto procedurefile PVORTAB.
Afterthe datahas beensaved,two programsfromPLOTIT(ref.2) are executed
whichresultsin a plotof the aircraftconfiguration.Thispermitsvisual
inspectionof the resultingmodel.
Initializationof the Program
Afterthe initialdataand drawingpreparationand beforethe program
can be used to definethe variousconfigurationpanels,a set of eightpoints
must be enteredto initializethe program, Thesepointsare used by the program
to determinethelocationand orientationof eachof the threeconfiguration
views. This sectionof the programrequeststhe positionof the two points
calledcenterleadingpointand centertrailingpoint. Thesetwo pointswill
alwayslie in theconfigurationplaneof symmetry.If an odd numberof fuse-
lagesare present,the centerleadingand trailingpointsare the noseand tail
pointsof thecentralfuselage. If an evennumberof fuselagesare present,
the centerleadingpointis themidpointof a linejoiningthe nose pointsof
the twomostcentralfuselages,and thecentertrailingpointis themidpoint
of a linejoiningthe tailpointsof thesesametwofuselages.Ina config-
urationthathasno fuselage,e.g.,a flyingwing,thecenterleadingand
trailingpointsare takenas the leadingand trailingpointof thewingcenter-
line.
The screendisplaywhichis generated uringthe initializationis sho_m
in figure3(a),and the curserlocationsare shownin figure3(b).
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First the orientationof the top-view is determined,by sendingthe
locationsof the centralleadingpoint (3b-A)and the centraltrailingpoint
(3b-B)to the computer. The distance betweenthese points in aircraft units
is then typed in at the keyboard. The front-vlewis initializednext by
specifyingtwo points on a llne parallelto the Y-axis,3b-C and 3b-D, and the
centralleadingpoint 3b-E. The sideview is initializedlast, by specifying
two points on a line parallelto the X-axis,3b-F and 3b-G, and the central
leadingpoint 3b-H.
Definingan AircraftConfiguration
For this discussion,aircraftconfigurationswill be divided into three
catagories,aircraftwith one fuselage,with an even number of fuselages,
and with an odd number of fuselagesgreaterthan one. The followingdescribes
the order in which the panels are to be definedfor each of the three cases.
Single fuselage.- For a configurationwith one fuselage,the panels are
defined in the followingorder: wing panels (as many as necessary),other
winglikeor flat panels,fuselage panels,verticalpanels and, finally, nacelles.
Even numberof fuselages.- If a configurationhas an even numberof
fuselages,the first panels to be definedare the innermostwing panels followed
by the innermostfuselageand continuingoutward. After all of the wings and
fuselageshave been defined,the other winglike panelsare defined, followed
by verticalpanelsand nacelles.
Odd numberof fuselages.- When a configurationhas an odd numberof fuse-
lages greater than one, the first panelsto be definedare the wing panels
between the centralfuselageand the next outwardfuselage. The centralfuse-
lage will then be defined,followed by the next outwardfuselage. The other
wing panels and fuselagesare then definedcontinuingoutward. After all of
the wings and fuselagesare defined,other winglikeand flat panels can be
definedfollowedby verticalpanels and nacelles.
oDescriptionof LiftingSurfaces
The first type of panel to be consideredis the wing. Other panels such
as canards and filler panels are specialcases of wings. In the programthese
are called flat panels. If no panels of this type are needed, this section
of the program can be bypassed. There is a separate section within the program
to handle panels parallel to the plane of symmetry.
The first question which appears in figure 4(a) asks if flat panels are
to be defined. If so, the first panel• is assumed to be the innermost wing
panel.
Location. - To define a flat panel, a set of six points is required from
the graphics tablet as shown in figure 4(b). They are the root leading point
(4b-A), root trailing point (4b-B), the vertical location of the topmost point
of the panel root (4b-C), the panel tip leading point (4b-D), tip trailing
point (4b-E), and the topmost point of the panel tip (4b-F). The required
numerical data, entered through the keyboard, is shown in figure 4(a).
Camber. - Horizontal panels can be either cambered or uncambered. If
they are uncambered, this section of the program will be skipped. In the case
of the wings, if the innermost wing panel is cambered all of the connected
wing panels will be cambered. Distances from the leading edge for camber
data can be defined in one of two ways, either as percent chord or linear
measurement. If the data is entered in linear units, the program converts
them to percent chord. In both cases the data is entered from the keyboard,
and data for both the leading and trailing edges must be included. The
camber values themselves are always input in units of percent chord.
Whenthe locations are defined in terms of percent chord as in figure
4(c), the data must be entered in sets of three numbers, the percent chord
station, the camber at the root-chord line, and the camber at the tlp-chord
line. Data must be included for stations at zero percent chord and at I00 °
percent chord. Up to 50 stations may be used. After all of the camber data
has been entered a set of any three numbers must be entered, the first of
which must be negative, to terminate the definition of camber data.
When the locationsare definedin termsof linearmeasurement,figure
4(d),all of the datafor the panelroot is enteredfirst. The nu_e_s are
enteredin pairs,the firstof whichis thedistancefromthe leadingedge
whilethe secondis the camber. The firstpairmust be for the leading
" edgewhilethe lastmust be for the trailingedge. _
. Afterthe requireddata has beenentered,two additionalnumbersmust
be transmitted,thefirstof whichis negative.Thisinstructsthe program
thatno moredata is to be enteredfor the panelroot. Datais thenentered
for the paneltip,in the samemanneras forthe root. Ifa flatpanelis
to be uncambered,the displaywillappearas it does in figure4(e).
Errorrecovery.- Becausethe possibilityexiststhaterrorswill be
madewhileenteringpaneldata,the lastquestiondisplayedon the terminal
displayasks if the paneljustdefinedis wanted.
Additionalflatpanels.- Afterthe firsthorizontalpanelhas been
accepted,the Tektronixscreenwill appearas is shownin figure4(f). Three
optionsfor the continuationof the programare offeredat thispoint. The
first,selectedby enteringan E, allowsan extendingpanelto be addedto
the previouslydefinedpanel. If the previouspanelwas cambered,the
extendingpanelmust be cambered;if the previouspanelwas uncambered,the
extendingpanelmust be uncambered.The secondoption,selectedby entering
a N, makesit possibleto definean entirelynew panel. The finalchoice,
selectedby enteringa Q, causesthe programto preceedto the nexttypeof
panel. Aftereachflatpanelotherthanthe firsthas beenacceptedor
rejected,the displaywillappearas itdoes in figure4(g).
Descriptionof FuselagePanels
Any numberof fuselagepanelscan be definedwithinthe limitsimposed
by theVORLAXprogram. Eachof the fuselagesis assumedto havean octagonal
cross-sectionandmay be composedof up to fourmajorpanels.
The cross-sectionof the fuselageis initiallyassumedto be circular
and is approximatedby a regularoctagon. Thisoctagonis thenmodifiedso
that the vertexnearestthewing rootwill be in contactwith thewing root.
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Thisallowsfuselageswith a noncircularcross-sectlonto be approximated
by an irregularoctagon. The numericaldatarequiredfor a fuselageis
enteredthroughthe keyboardand is shovmin figure5(b).
The first question, asked in figure 5(a), makes It possible te define
an aircraft either with or without a fuselage. The first points entered in
the definition of a fuselage are the nose point from the top-view, 5c-A, and
from the side-view, 5c-B, as shownin figure 5(c).
The next points, from the side-view, are entered in pairs, one from the
top and one from the bottom of the fuselage with the bottom point directly
below the top point. The pairs of points are sho_mas 5c-C-N and 5c-D-N,
where N is the pair number. As manypairs as required can be entered within
the limits of the VORLAXprogram. After the last desired pair of points has
been entered, the program will again ask for a top point, At this point a Q
should be entered which indicates that all of the point pairs have been entered.
At this time it is possible to reenter the data if an error has beenmade.
The desired numberof fuselage panels is then specified up to a maximumof
four. Eachpanel consists of an octagonal segment of a fuselage. The length
of each segment, other than the one which ends at the tail point of the fuse-
lage, is specified by entering its end points from the tablet. An example
of such a point is 5c-E.
The next data to be entered are the numberof streamwise vortices. If
an error has been made, the next question allows the panel to be rejected
and the length and numberof vortices to be redefined. If the fuselage was
located at the center of the configuration the program will ask, IS ANOTHER
FUSELAGEDESIRED?This would be the second fuselage of a multi-bodied
configuration with an odd numberof fuselages.
Description of Vertical Panels
A vertical panel is one which is parallel to the plane of symmetry,
e.g., a fin or rudder. A vertical panel could also be defined in the section
of the program used to define flat panels. The purpose of this section is to
•simplify the definitionof verticalsurfacesand avoid problemscaused by
hiddenlines.
The questionswhichappearon the screenduringdefinitionof a
verticalpanelare shownin figure6(a). The firstquestionallowsthe user
the optionof eit_r definingor not'defi_i_gvertlcalp_nei_. •
Four pointsare requiredfrom the slde-view:the bottomleadingpoint
(6b-A),the bottomtrailingpoint(6b-B),the top leadingpoint(6b-C),and
the top trailingpoint(6b-D).One additionalpointis requiredfromthe
top view (6b-E)and is usedfor spanwlselocationonly. The numericaldata
whichis requiredare the numbersof spanwiseand streamwisevortices.At
thispointthe panelcan be rejectedif errorshavebeenmadewhiledefining
it. The finalquestion,DO YOUWANTANOTHERVERTICALPANEL?,allowsadditional
verticalpanelsto be defined.
The fifthsectionof the programis usedto definenacelleswhichare
representedas uncamberedhollowoctagonalcylinders.Figure7(a)showsthe
terminaldisplaywhichresultsfromthe definitionof a nacelle. The first
questionallowsthisportionof the programto be skipped.
The firsttwo pointsare takenfromthe top viewand are the two front
cornersof the nacelle,points7b-Aand 7b-B. The nextpoints,also from
the top-vlew,are takenfromone sideof the nacelleand are labeledCl
throughCn. Thesepointsare usedto determinethe relativediametersof
the nacellein the streamwisedirection.The lastof thesepointsmust come
fromone of the two rearcornersto determinethe nacellelength. A Q is
sentto the programto indicatethatthe lastof thesepointshavebeenentered,
The finalpoint,fromthe front-view,is the topmostpointof the nacelle
(7b-D). The numberof streamwisevorticesmust be enteredthroughthe key-
board. A nacellecan be rejectedif an erroris made in enteringthe data.
Additionalnacellescan be definedif necessary.
NumericalData
This sectionof the program is used to enter parameterswhich define
someaspects of the aircraftconfigurationand its Operatingcondltlons. It
is arrangedto correspoi_dto cards in the VORLAX {ref. I) input data d_ck
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with the associatedcard numbers. Most of the parameterswhich must be
enteredin this sectionhave names in parentheseswhich are the same as the
names used in referenceI. The card number and variablename can be used
to look up an explanationof the variableswhich is more extensivethan that
which appearsin this program. After all of the data for a card has been
entered, the programasks if the data is to be reenteredfor that card. This
allows erroneousdata to be corrected. Data for any card can be reentered
as many times as necessary.
Figure8(a) shows a possiblescreendisplaygeneratedwhile entering
data for the first six cards. Figures8(b) and 8(c) show two possible
screen displaysgeneratedwhile enteringdata for the last three VORLAX data
cards.
With the terminationof this sectionof the program,executionof program
VORTAB is complete.
GRAPHICOUTPUT
At this point procedurefile PVORTABwill executeprograms READBand
PLOTB which plot the aircraftconfiguration.
Using figure 2 as a sample configuration,programVORTABwas used to
generatethe numericaldata shown in figure 9. Utilizingthe plottingrou-
tines of reference2, variousviews of the configurationhave been plotted
and are shown in figure lO.
lO
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Figure I. - Required two statements to retrieve and execute program VORTAB
from mass storage.
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Figure 2. - Relative positions of the required three views of a Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR} configuration.
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(b) Curser locations required in the initialization process.
Figure 3. - Concluded.
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(a) Display of messages necessary in defining a flat panel.
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(d) Display of messages necessary in defining panel camber in linear measurements.
Figure 4. - Continued.
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(e) Display of messages necessary if a flat panel is not cambered.
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(g) Display of choices for subsequent horizontal panels.
Figure 4. - Concluded.
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(a) Display of message necessary in defining a fuselage.
Figure 5. - Definition of a fuselage.
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(a) Display of messages necessary in defining vertical panels.
Figure 6. - Definition of a vertical surface,
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(a) Display of messages necessary i;'1 defining a nacelle.
Figure 7. - Definition of a nacelle.
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(b) Curser locations required in defining a nacelle.
r,,)
"_ Figure 7. - Concluded.
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(a) Display of messages necessary in defining the first set of numerical data.
Figure 8. - Completion of configuration definition and flight conditions,
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(b) Display of messages necessary in defining the last three cards of program
VORTABwhen the first card is non-zero.
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(c) Display of messages necessary in defining the last three cards of program
VORTABwhen the first card is zero.
Figure 8. - Concluded.
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o _ SCR CDNFIGURATION
0 0 0 O, 000 0,000 ,500 ,500 0
1 1,000
I 1,000
0 O, 000 0.000 O. 000 0,000 0•000
11 100,000 2•000 2.000 2,000 38,500
22,877 1,797 -1•609 48,672 FLAT PANEL
40,657 6,905 -3,710 30,892 FLAT PANEL
3, 12 • O, O. NVDR, RNCV, SPC, PDL
0.0000 0,0000 0 28 0 0 0
0•0000 •1250 •2500 •5000 ,7500 1,0000 1,5000 2,5000
5,0000 i0•0000 15.0000 20.0000 25.0000 30.0000 35,0000 40,0000
45,0000 50,0000 55.0000 60,0000 65•0000 70. 0000 75,0000 80,0000
85,0000 90,0000 95,0000 i00,0000
O, 0000 ,0070 •0070 ,001_ ,0014 •0007 -.0024 -,0102
-,0481 -•2582 -.5795 -•9842 -1•4437 -1,9066 -2,4100 -2,9100
-3,4200 -3,9400 -4,4100 -6,8600 -5, 2875 -5,6779 -6•0400 -6,4000
-6,7260 -7•0172 -7.2700 -7, 4800
O, 0000 ,0064 ,0149 •0277 ,0426 ,0554 ,0842 ,1407
,2644 ,3380 ,3102 •2132 ,0672 -,0789 -•2761 -,4750
-,7058 -,9300 -1.1834 -1•4329 -1,6900 -1,9500 -2,2200 -2,4000
-2,7400 -3•0112 -3,2660 -3•5200
40,657 6,905 -3,710 30,892 FLAT PANEL
55,086 11,310 -4,313 17,644 FLAT PANEL
3, 12, 0 • O• N VOR, RNCV_ SPC, PDL
O• 0000 0,0000 0 28 0 0 0
0,0000 •1250 .2500 •5000 .?500 1,0000 1•5000 2,5000
5.0000 I0,0000 15.0000 20.0000 25.0000 30,0000 35.0000 40,0000
45.0000 50.0000 55•0000 60.0000 65,0000 70,0000 75.0000 80.0000
85,0000 90•0000 95.0000 100•0000
0,0000 ,0064 ,0149 ,0277 ,0426 •0554 •0842 ,1407
•2644 ,3380 •3102 •2132 ,0672 -•0789 -,2761 -,4750
-.7058 -,9300 -1,4300 -1,5900 -1,6900 -1,9500 -2•2200 -2,4000
-__,7400 -3,0112 -3•2660 -3.5200
O, 0000 ,0056 .0094 •0169 ,02 45 .0301 •0433 ,0678
• 1299 ,2278 ,2955 ,3135 ,2861 ,2598 .1958 ,1318
,0414 -, 0508 -.1638 -,2748 -,4009 -,5308 -,6720 -,8150
-,9656 -1,1180 -1,2780 -I•4399
Figure 9. - Numerical definition of a Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR) configuration
presented in fioure I.
55•086 11•310 -4o313 17.644 FLAT PANEL
65,734 15•132 -4.753 I0•441 FLAT PANEL
3, 12 • O• O. NVOR,RNCV, SPC, PDL
0.0000 0,0000 0 28 0 0 0
0,0000 •1250 .2500 .5000 ,7500 1,0000 1,5000 2,5000
5,0000 10•0000 15,0000 20.0000 25.0000 30,0000 35.0000 _0,0000
45,0000 50•0000 95,0000 60,0000 65,0000 70•0000 79•0000 80,0000
85.0000 90•0000 95.0000 i00. 0000
0 0000 ,,0056 •0094 •0169 .0245 .0301 •0433 ,0678
1299 •2278 •2955 • 3135 ,2 861 ,2598 ,195 8 • 13180414 - 090 -.1638 -,2748 -•4009 -,5308 -,6720 -•8 50
-•9556 -I•I180 -1.2780 -1•4399
0•0000 • 0032 •0032 •0097 •0130 •0195 ,0292 .0584
,1200 •2140 ,28 21 •2983 •2 72 3 •2464 .1816 • 1200
•0324 -•0551 -•1524 -•2497 -•3966 -•4735 -•5836 -•7036
-,8333 -,g565 -1•0926 -1•2191
65•734 15.132 -4,753 10.441 FLAT PANEL
75,694 20.901 -9•265 5.373 FLAT PANEL
3• 12• O• O, NVOR,RNCV, SPC•PDL
0,0000 0•0000 0 28 0 0 0
0,0000 ,1250 •2500 ,9000 ,7500 I•0000 1,5000 2•.5000
5•0000 10•0000 15,0000 20.0000 25.0000 30.0000 35•0000 40•0000
45,0000 50•0000 99•0000 60•0000 65•0000 70,0000 79.0000 80•0000
85,0000 90•0000 99•0000 i00,0000
0 •0000 .0032 .0032 •0097 •O130 •0195 ,0292 •0584
•1200 ,2140 •2821 .2983 ,2723 .2464 ,1816 ,1200
,0324 -,0951 -,1524 -,2497 -,3566 -,4735 -,5836 -,7036
-,8333 -,9965 -1,0926 -1.2191
0•0000 0,0000 0•0000 O. 0000 0•0000 0•0000 O• 0000 0,0000
0,0000 O, 0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000
0,0000 0,0000 O, 0000 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 O, 0000
0•0000 0•0000 0•0000 0•0000
Figure 9. - Continued.
92. 362 .785 -3.816 .553 FLAT PANEL
83.746 1.561 -3.816 9.890 FLAT PANEL
3. 3. O. O. NVOR, RNCV, SPC, PDL
0.0000 0,0000 0 0 0 0 0
83.746 1.561 -3.816 9.890 FLAT PANEL
" 88.781 5.148 -4.782 2.808 FLAT PANEL
3. 3. O. O. NVOR,RNCV ,SPC, PDL
0.0000 O. 0000 0 0 0 0 0
0.000 0.000 -2.224 100. 164 FUSELAGE PANEL
0.000 0.000 1.621 100.164 FUSELAGE PANEL
4.000 30.000 0.000 999.000 N VOR_RNCVj, SPCJ,PDL
-90.0000 1.9226 -36.1427 2.2308 5.9048 2.1281 47.9524 2.0254
90.0000 1.9226
0.00 O.00-i 16 0 0 1
0.0000 7.3226 15.0690 19.8244 23.0545 28.3520 39.5570 50.7615
58,8015 66,5397 74,7057 83,0563 89,1507 93,9653 98,2314 i00,0000
.301R .2923 .3104 .1429 -.0102 -.4874 -1.5995 -2.6515
-3.2159 -3.6549 -3.5805 -3.2348 -2.8664 -2.6074 -2.2215 '-1,9638
0.0000 22.6826 60,4650 87, 7029 100.0303 93.7800 103.1695 I00,0000
i00.0000 098,8914 96.7904 68.1737 36,4113 19,7591 4,9398 2,0371
84.291 0,000 -2.026 14.652 VERTICAL PANEL
96.243 0.000 2.927 3.541 VERTICAL PANEL
4. 3. O. O. NVOR,RNCV, SPC, PDL
0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0 0
66,132 15.132 -4,905 11.294 VERTICAL PANEL
76.786 15.132 -I.649 1.587 VERTICAL PANEL
3. 3. O. O. NVDR,RNCV, S PC, PDL
• 0,00 O, O0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 9. - Continued.
63,;>60 7,082 -7.182 11o 296 NACELLE PANEL
63.260 7.082 -7,182 11o 296 NACELLE PANEL
8o 7. O. 999. NVORt RNCV_ SPC, PDL
-90,0000 1,1157 -45o0000 1,1157 0.0000 1.1157 45.0000 lo1157
90,0000 1,1157 135o 0000 1,1157 180.0000 1,1157 Z25,0000 1,1157
270o0000 lo1157




64.458 11.284 -7.100 11.174 NACELLE PANEL
64o4fi8 11o284 -7,100 11,174 NACELLE PANEL
8 • 7. O. 099. N VOR,RNC V• SP C• PDL
-90.0000 1. 1760 -45 oO000 1;1760 O. 0000 1,1760 45,0000 1.1760
90,0000 1, 1760 135,0000 1,1760 180,0000 1,1760 225o0000 1,1760
270,0000 1,1760
0.00 0,00 0 3 0 0 1
O. 0000 73.7821 100.0000
0,0000 0.0000 O. 0000
56o6572 100o 0000 85.6126
0 0 0
_, Figure 9. - Concluded.
.o
(a) Front view.
Figure I0. - A VORTABrepresentation of a SCRconfiguration.
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(b) Side view.
Figure I0. - Continued.
(c) Plan view.
Figure I0. - Continued.
. 1 1
A $¢R €oHIrZGLIm4TXOH
THE AOLL llflGIJ[ lrS 14.8
THE PITCH MIGLI[ lr| 14.0
THI[ V_ _1.[ ill 14.0
IroJ__m[HT zHPu'r Y[$
7
(d) Oblique view with rotation in roll, pitch, and yaw.
Figure I0. - Concluded.





















PROGRAM VORTAB{INPUT,OUTPUTpTA_€_=TN_uT_TAP_2,TAPE3PTAPE4pTAPE7) VOR.TAB i
C ** MAIN PROGRAM, CALLS SUBROUTINES THAT GENERATE PANELS. VORTAB 2
REAL MLINE,MSIDE VORTAB 3
COMMON IFUSSIXO,YO,FSCORD,FSLOPE,BFUS,NPANS,FSCALE VORTAB 4
CCMMON IFRGIMLINE, BLINE,XXO, YYO VORTAB 5
I" COMMON iSIDE/MSIDEpBSIDE,XX,ZZ VORTAB 6
COMMON IZXPR/ ZC(2,150),XAF(150},PHI(g),RO(g) VORTAB 7
DATA NPANS,YLOCIO,O.G/ VORTAB 8
C ** INITIALIZING ROUTINES ARE CALLED. VORTAB 9
CALL INITT(120} VORTA@ 10
CALL TABINT(I,O,O) VORTAB ii
CALL TERM(3,4096) VORTAB 12
CALL CHRSIZ{4) VDRTAB 13
CALL FUSPRMS VORTAB 14
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 15
PRINT *,"THREE POINTS FROM THE FRnNT VIEW ARE ENTERED NEXT." VORTAB 16
PRINT *,"FIRST POINT AND SECOND POINT REFER TO 2 POINTS ON" VORTAB 17
PRINT *,"A LINE PARALLEL TO THE Y-AXIS." VORTAB 1B
PRINT *," " VORTAB 19
PRINT *_"FIRST POINT" VORI'AB 20
CALL FNDPLAC(MLINE,BLINE,XXO,YYO) VORTAB 21
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 22
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 23
PRINT *,"THREE POINTS FROM THE STDF VIEW ARE ENTERED NEXT" VOR.TAB 24
PRINT *,"FIRST POINT AND SECOND POINT REFER TO TWO POINTS ON" VORTAB 25
PRINT *,"A LINE PARALLEL TO THF X-AXIS." VORTAB 26
PRINT *," " VORTAB 27
PRINT *,"FIRST POINT" VORTAB 28
CALL FNDPLAC(MSIDE,BSIDE, XX,ZZ) VORTAB 29
C ** ROUTINES FOR ENTERING VARIOUS PANELS AeE CALLED. VORTA8 30
I.CALL HTAIL(YLOC) VORTAB 31
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 32
CALL AN_ODE VORTAB 33
APPENDIX B. - Continued
o
PRIN] m,"DO YOU WANT A FUSELAGE" VORTAB 34
CALL YESNOF (ISLT) VnRTAB 35
PRINT m," " VORTA8 3b
IF(ISLT.LT.O)GO TO 2 VDRTAB 37
CALL FUSLAGE(YLOC) VORTAB 38
IF(YLGC,EQ.O.O)GO TO 2 V_RTAB 39
GO TO I VORTAB 40
2 CALL VTAIL VORTAB 41
CALL NACELLE VORTAB 42
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 43
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 44
CALL FIRST6(NPANS) VDRTA@ 45
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 46
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 47
CALL LAST3 VORTAB 48
CALL SYSTEM(O," ") VORTAB 49
CALL NEWPAG VDRTAB 50
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 51




SUBROUTINE NEWLIN2 VORTAB 56
C ** ADVANCES PRINTER TWO LINES. VORTAB 57
CALL NEWLIN VORTAB 58




SUBROUTINE RONEPNT(RJ,RK) VORTAB 63
C _ GETS A PAIR OF REAL COORDINATES FROM TqE GRAPHICS TABLET. VORTAB 64
APPENDIX B. - Continued
COMMON /TABLET/ KTBMAX,KTBSND,KTR_FF VORT_B 65
DIMENSION lOUT{3) VORT_B 66
DATA IOUT(1)_IOUT(2)I27,331 VORTAB 67
IDUT(3)=32+KTBMAX+KTBSND+KTBSEE VORI'AB 68
i CALL TOUIST(3_IOUT) VORT_R 69
CALL GETPNT(I_J,K) VORTAB 70
IF(I.GT.31|GO TO i VORTAB 71
IOUT(3)-60 VORTAB 72-






SUBROUTINE FRNTLOC(ZI_ARAY,ISI7} VORTAB 79
C ** GETS A POINT AND LOCATES IT "_TH RERP_CT TO THE VORTAB 80
C ** FRONT VIEW. VORTAB 81
REAL MLINE VORTAB 82
COMMON /FROIMLINE_BLINEpXXO_YYO VORTAB 83
DIMENSION ARAY(ISIZ) VORTAB 84
DIMENSION AO(3) VORTAB 85
DATA AOIIOH(FROM THE _IOHFRONT VIFW,3H) I VORTAB 86
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 87
CALL ADUTST(ISIZ_ARAY) VOR TAB 88
CALL ADUTST(23_AO) VDRTAB 89
CALL RDNEPNT(X_ Y) VDR TAB 90







APPENDIX B. - Continued




SUBROUTINE LOCATE(XpY} VORTAB 102
C ** LOCATES POINTS WITH RESPECT TO FUSELAGE CENTER LINE, VORTAB 103
C **.FROM THE TOP VIEW. VORTAB 104
COMMON /FUSS/XOpYOpFSCORD,FSLDRE,BFUS,NP_NS,FSCALE VORTAB ]05
S IGN'I,0 VORI'AB 106
IF(ABS(FSLOPE).LT..OO1}GO TO 5 VORTAB 10"#
B2-Y+X/FSLOPE VORTAB 108
XL INE= (B2.':BFUS)/ (FSLOP E+I.0/FSLOP E) VORTAB 109
YL INE-FS LOPE*XLINE+BFUS VORTAB 1 10
IF (Y. LT. YL INE )S IGN--SIGN VORTAB 1 11
Y,:SORT ((XLINE-X )*'2+ (YL INE-Y )*'2 )*,_IG4 VORTAB 1 12
X'SORT((YLINE-YO)**2+(XLINE-XO)**2} VORTAB 113
RETURN VORTAB 114
5 X-X-XO VORTAB 115
Y.,Y-YO VOR TAB 1 16
RETURN VORTAB 11"/
END VORTAB 118
C VORTAB 1 ig
SUBROUTINE LOCATES(X,Z) VORTAB 120
C ** LOCATES POINTS WITH RESPECT TO THF SIDF VTFW. VORTAB 121
REAL MSIDE VORTAB 122
COMMONISIDEIMSIDE, BSIDE,XX,ZZ VORTAB 123





• i i •










SUBROUTINE RESCALE (X, Y, Z,CD, XI, YI,Z1,CDI,PDL,NVDR) VORTAB 138 .....
C '_* RE-SCALES THE DATA FROM SCREEN UNITS TF] US_.R UNITS. VORTAB 13g
.- COMMON /FUSS/XO,YO_FSCORD,FSLOPF,BFUS,NPANS,FSCALE VORTAB 140
COMMON IZXPRI ZC{2,150),XAF{150),PHI(q).,RD(g) VORYAB 141
X'X*FSCAL E VORTAB 1 42
Y"ABS (Y* FSCALE ) VORTAB 143
Z'Z*FSCALE VORTAB 144
CD=CD*FSCAL E VORTAB 145
XI-XI*FSCALE VORTAB 146
YI-ABS (YIW'FSCALE) VORTAB 1 4"1
ZI =ZI'_FSCAL E VDR TAB ]48
CDI"CDIW'FSCALE VORTAB 149
IF (PDL.EQ .O.O)RETURN VORTAB 150
DO 10 J-I,NVOR VORTAB 151
.10 RO(J)=RD(J)*FSCALE VDR T'AB 152
RETURN VORTAB 1 53
END VORT.AB 1 54
C VOR T._B 1 55
SUBROUTINE LINFEED(N) VORTAB 156
C ** ADVANCES PRINTER N LINES, VDRTAB 157
IF (N. EQ. 0 )R ETURN VORTAB I 58
CALL CARTN VORTAB 159
APPENDIX B. - Continued
DO i J=I,N VORTAB 160




SUBROUTINE FNDPLAC(MLINE,BLINE,X,Y) VORTAB 165
C ** DETERMINES SLOPE OF REFERENCE LINE AND LOCATES VORTAB 166
C ** NOSE POINT FOR THE FRONT AND SIDF VIFW_. VORTAB 16?
REAL MLINE VDRTAB 168
DIMENSION Al(2),A2(2} VORTAB 169
DATA AIIIOHSECOND POI,IOHNT I VORTAB 170
DATA A211OHCENTER LEA,IOHDING POINT/ VORTAB 171
CALL SYSTEM VORTAB 172 _
CALL LINFEED(4} VORTAB 173
CALL RONEPNT(Xl,Y1} VORTAB 174 :.
CALL NEWLIN2 VORT_B 175
CALL AOUTST(20, A1) VORTAB 176
CALL RONEPNT(X2,Y2 } VORTAB 17?
MLINE-(Y2-Y1)I(X2-X1) VORTAB 178
CALL NEWLIN2 VDRTAB 179
CALL ADUTST(20,A2} VORTAB 180
CALL RONEPNT{X,Y} VORI'AB 1Bl
BLINE=Y-MLINE*X VORTAB 182
RETURN VORTAB 183 '
END VORTAB 184
C VORTAB 185
SUBROUTINE FUSPRMS VDRTAB 186
C ** GETS FUSELAGE LENGTH AND SLOPE TO BE USED LATER, VORTAB 187
C ** AND NOSE POINT FROM THE TOP VIEW. VORTAB 188
COMMON /FUSS/XO,YO,FSCORD,FSLOPE,BFUS,NPANS,FSCALE VORTAB IBg
DIMENSION NOSEPNT( 2 ),TAILPNT (3}.,TOPVTEW(2) VORTAB 190
APPENDIX B. - Continued
DATA NOSEPNT/IOHCENTER LEA,IOHDTNG POINT/ VORTAB. 191
DATA TAILPNTIIOHCENTER TRA_IOHTLING POIN,IHTI VORTAB Ig2
DATA TDPVIEWIIOHFRGM THE T,7HOP VTFWI VORTAB 193
C ** NOSE POINT, VDRTAB 194
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 195
CALL AOUTST (17, TDPVIEW) VORI_B Ig6
CALL NEWLIN VORTAB ig7
CALL AOUTST(20,NOSEPNT) VDRT_B lg8
CALL RONEPNT(XO,YO ) VORTAB 199
C.** TAIL POINT. VORTAB 200
CALL NEWLIN2 V{]RTAB 201
CALL AOUTST (21, TAILPNT) VORTAB 202
CALL RDNEPNT(X,Y) VORTAB 203
FSLDPE.. {Y-YO )/ (X-XO) VDRTAB 204
BFUS,,Y-FS LOPE*X VORTAB 205
C w,. CALCULATES THE LENGTH OF THE FUSF_LAr,€.IN RASTER UNITS. VORTAB 206
FSCORD-SQRT((X-XO)**2+(Y-YO)**2) VORT_B 207
IF(X.LT.IOOOO.)GO TO 5 VORTAB 20B
X-I.O VORTAB 20g
5 PRINI *,1, ,, VORTAB 210.
PRINT *," " VORTAB 211
PRINT m,,'INPUT IHE LENGTH OF THF FUS_.LAGE (A NUMBER)." VOR'IAB 212
I0 READ (I_m)RLENGTH VORTAB 213
IF(EOF(1) )I0, ii VORTAB 214
11 IF(RLENGTH.GT.-IO.)GO TO 6 VORT_B 215
STOP 7 VDRTAB 216
C 4,* CALCULATES SCALE FACTOR TO CONVERT FRqM PA_TER VORTAB 217
C ** TO USER UNITS. VDRTAB 218
6 FSCALE-RL ENGTH/FSCDRD VDRTAB 21g
CALL .NEWLIN2 V{IRTAB 220






APPENDIX B. - Continued
cr_
SUBROUTINE HIAIL(YLOC) ........ VORTAB 225
C '_'_THIS INPUTS N_N-VERTICAL FLAT PANELS. VORTAB 226
COMMON IFUS S/XO, YO, FSCGRD_,FS LOP_, RFUS,4P^N S,FSCALE VORTAB 227
COMMON /WING/ WX(3)_WY(3)pWZ(3),MOD _ VORTAB 228
COMMON /ZXPR/ ZC(2,150},XAF(150),PNI (g),RO(O) VORTAB 220
DIMENSION IANS(15),AO(2 ),AI (2), A? (2 }, AIR (2 } VrIRTAB 230
DIMENSION FTP(3),TOP(2| VORTAB 231
REAL NVOR VORTA@ 232
LOGICAL FIRST VORTAB 233
DATA PIE, ITS, IQUANT, IS YNT,NPP,PF)L 13. 1415926, 4'_0,0.0/ VORTAB 234
DATA FIRS T_,IANSER, ISLT2, NO2/. TRUE. ,72,1,-I I VORTAB 235
DATA AO/IOHROOT LEADI,IOHNG POINT / VORTAB 236.
DATA TOPIICH(FR{]M THE ,IOHTOP VIFW) I VORTAB 237
DATA AIIIOHROOT TRAIL_IOHING POTNT I VORTAB 238
DATA AIBIIOHTIP TRAILI,QHNG POINT ! VORTAB 23g
DATA A211OHOUTER LEAD, IOHING Pr)INT I VORTAB 240
DATA FTPIIOHENTER WING,IOHICANARD FD,IOHGE POINT I VORTAB 241
DATA IPANELIll VORTAB 242
C '_'_SOME PARAMETERS ARE INITIALIZED. VORTAB 243
85 IPAN3-1 VORTAB 244
IPAN4=-I VORTAB 245
IPAN2-1 VORTAB 246 "
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 247 ii
CALL ANMDDE VOPTAB 248
3 CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 240 ,
C '_* DETERMINES IF FLAT PANELS ARE DESIRED. VORTAB 250
IF{IPANEL.EQ.I)GO TO 1 VORTAB 251
IF(YLOC.EQ.O.O)GO TO 1 VORTAB 252
8 PRINT w.,,'DOYOU WANT THIS FLAT PANEL ATTACHED" VORTAB 253
CALL YESNOF (IPAN3) VORTAB 254
IF(NO2.LT.O}CALL LINFEED(3} VORTAB 255
iPANt,.l VORTAB 256
IF (IAPN3 |9,g, ii VOP TAB 257
i PRINT w.,,,ARE FLAT PANELS DESIRED" VORTAB 258 "
CALL YESNOF (MODE) VORTAB 259
APPENDIX B. - Continued
IF(MODE.LT.O)RETURN VORTA_ 260
b CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAR 261
C ** DETERMINES IF WING AND FUSELAGE AQ_ TO BF CONNECTED. VORTAB 262
PRINT *,"IHE FIRST PANEL IS A WING ATTACHED TO THE FUSLAGE." VORTAB 263
CALL SYSTEM(O," ") VORTAB 264
iO IF(IPAN4)gp9,8 VORTAB 265
9 ITESTW=O VORTAB 266
NAP= 0 VORTAB Z67
IANSR2-1ANSER VORTAB 268
Ii CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 269
C ** GETS ROOT LEADING POINT. VORTAB 270
CALL AOUTST (ig,AO) VORTAB 27i
CALL AOUTST{IgJTOP) VORTAB 272
CALL RONEPNT{XI,YI) VORTAB 273
CALL LOCATE(XI_Y1) VORTAB 274
YI-ABS(YI) VORTAB 275
IF(YI.LT.3.O)YI-O.O VORTAB 276
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 277
C ** GETS ROOT TRAILING POINT. VORTAB 278
CALL AOUTST(20_A1) VOR.TAB 27q
CALL ADUTST(lg_TOP) VORTAB 280
CALL RONEPNT(X2,Y2 ) VORTAB 281
CALL LOCATE(X2_Y2) VORTAB 282
Y2-ABS(Y2) VDRTAB 283
CORDI-SQRT((XI-X2)**2+(YI-Y2)**2) VORTAB 284
C ** GETS VERTICAL LOCATION OF ROOT CHORD. VORTAB 285
CALL FRNTLOC(Zl,FTP,2g} VORTAB 286
IF(YLOC.EQ.O.O)GO TO 12 VORTAB 287
IF(IPAN3.LT.O)GO TO 12 VORTAB 288
YI=WY{3) V_RTAB 28q
ZI=WZ(3) VORTAB 290
12 CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 291
IANSR2=IANSER VORTAB 292
C ** GETS LEADING POINT FROM PANEL TIP. VORTAB 293
CALL AOUTST(20_A2) VORTAB 294
.p,
,,.j
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CO
CALL AOUTST (19,TOP) VORTAB 295
CALL RONEPNT(X3,Y3) VORT_,B 296
CALL LOCATE (X3_, Y3) VORTA!_ 2q7
Y 3"ABS (Y3) VOR:TAR zqB
IF(Y3.LT'3.O)Y3"O.O VORTAB 299
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 300
C *'_ GET TRAILING POINT FROM PANEL TIP. VDRT4B 301
CALL AOUTST (lgJ,AiB ) VORTAB 30Z
CALL AOUTST (19pTOP) VORTAB 303
CALL RDNEPNT(X4,Y4} VORTAB 304
CALL LOCATE(X4_.Y4) VORTAB 305
Y4=ABS (Y4 } VOPTAB 306
CORD2-SQRT( (X3-X4) w'$2+ (Y3-Yq )w'_2) VORTAB 307
C '_ GETS VERTICAL LOCATION OF PANEL TIP, VDRTAB 308
CALL FRNTLOC(Z2,FTP,2g) VORTAB 309
CALL NEWLIN2 rVORTAB 310
CALL" ANMODE VORTAB 311
C ** VARIOUS PARAMETERS ARE TO BE INPUT 8Y THE USER" VOF"TAB 312
PRINT *'''NUMBER OF SPANWISE VORTICE_ (NVOR)'' VORTAB 31B
1000 READ (I'*)NV{]R VORTAB 314
IF(EDF(1) )1000J,1001 VORTAB B15
1001 PRINT 'W,"NUMBER OF STREAMWISE VOQTICES (PNCV)" VORTAB 316
1002 READ (I,WW)RNCV VORTAB 317
IF(EOF(1) )1002,987 VORTAB 318
987 PRINT '_,"LEADING EDGE SUCTION MULTIPLIER (SPC) O.O<=SPC<=I.0, OR" VORTAB 310
PRINT #,"SPC<O.O FOR POLHAMUS ANALOGY" VORTAB B20
1003 READ (I,w.)SPC VORTAB 321
IF(EDF(1) )i003,100_ VORTAB 322
1004 IF(SPC.GT.I.0)GO TC 087 VORTA,_ 323
IF(IANSR2.EQ.87}GO TO 6 VORTAB 32_
PRINT 'W,"ENTER THE ANGLE OF THE RF_r_TCHqRD LINE (IN DEG,I" VORTA_ 325
PRINT '_,"A POSITIVE ANGLE CAUSE_ A qF.FLECTION DOWN." VORTAB 326
1005 READ (I,*)AINCI VORTAB 327
IF(EOF(1) )1005,1006 VORTAB 32B
lOOb AINC 1.,TAN (-AINC iII80.*PIE) VO_TAB 32q
APPENDIX B. - Continued
6 PRINT *_"ENTER THE ANGLE OF THE TIP CHORD LINE (IN DEG.)" VORT&B 330
1007 READ {I,*)AINC2 VORTAB 331
IF(EOF(1))1007,1008 VORTAB 332
1008 AINCZ-TAN(-AINC21180.*PIE) VORTAB 333
IF(ITESTW.EQ.-I}GD TO 78 VORTAB 334
C ** WING CAMBER CAN BE ADDED. VORTAB 335
IF(NAP.EQ.O)GO TO 7 VORTAB 336
PRINT _,,, ,, VORTAB 337
PRINT *, " " VORTAB 338
PRINT *," " VORT4B 33g
7 CALL WNGCAMB(NAP,ITESTW,CAMBI,CAM_D} VORTAB 340
ZI-ZI-CDRDI*CAMBI VORT4B 341
Z2-Z2-CDRD2*CAMBD VORTAB 342





20 CONTINUE VDRTAB 348
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 349
C ** THE PANEL CAN BE ABORTED. VDRTAB 350
PRINT *,"DO YOU WANT THE PREVIOUS PANEl." VORTAB 351
CALL YESNOF(N02) VORT4B 352
IF(NO2.LT.O}NAP-O VORTAB 353
IF(NO2)87,21,21 VORTAB 354
C **'VARIABLES TO SAVE DATA FOR ERROR Q_COV_RY. VORTAB 355














CALL RESCALE (AXJ.AY, AZ, ACD, AX2J.AY2, A Z 2,ACD2p O. O_ l) VORTAB 36"/
C ** WRITES THE PANEL DATA ON /_ DISC FILE. VORTAB 368
WR ITE (32 ZOO )AX_ AY, AZ_ AC D VORTAB 369
WRITE (3, lOG )AX2, AY2, AZ2, ACD2 VORTAB 370
WRITE (3_ 101 )NVOR J.RNCV, SPC _PDL V{IRTAB 371
WRITE (3, i 03 )A INC I,A INC 2, ITS_NAP, TOU A NT, ISYNT, NPP VORTAB 3 ./2 '




IF(NAP.LE.2)Gn TD 919 VORIAB 3"/"/ ,.
WR ITE (3_ 102 }(XAF (J },J=I,NAP } VORTAB 3"/8 ..
WRITE (3_ 102 )(ZC (1, J }_J:l, NAP ) VORTAB 3"/0
WRITE (3_,102 }(ZC (2, J ),J-l, NAP) VORTAB 380
DO 30 JJ-I_NAP VDRTAB -381
JJ2=JJ+lO0 • VORTAB 382
XAF (JJ2 }-'XAF(JJ ) VORTAB 383
30 ZC(2,JJ2)-ZC(2,JJ) VORTAB 384 .
91 ° CONTINUE VORTAB 385
I00 FORMAT{4FIO.3PIOX,"FLAT PANEL"| VORT_B 385 "
i01 FORMAT( 4F iC. C_ iOX_ "NVOR, RNCV_ SPC, PDL"} VORTAR 387
102 FORMAT(SFIO.4) VORTAB 388
103 FORMAT(2FIO.4,12,8X,12,3(9X,II)} VORTAB 389
GO TO 86 VORTAB 300
97 IF(ISLT2)86,85_85 VORTAB 391
86 ISLT2"-I V{IRTAB 3g2
C _'* ALLOWS THE USER TO CHOOSE WHAT TYPE rlF FLAT VORTAB 393
C .w, PANEL IS DESIRED IF ANY. VDRTAB 394
CALL NEWPAG VDRTAB 395
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 396
NLINE.:2 VORTAB 39./
IF(.NDT.FIRST)GO TD 2 VORTAB 398
PRINT *_,'ONE OF THREE POSSIBILITIES MUST BE CHC.SEN NEXT_" VORTAB 39q
ii, _ I ,r
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PRINT *_"(I) A PANEL CAN BE ADDE_ TO THE--OUTER EDGE OF THE" VORTAB 400
PRINT *," PREVIOUS ONE (I.E, A M{ILTT-PaNELED WING)," VORTAB 401
PRINT *,"(2) AN ENTIRELY NEW FLAT PANEL CAN BE ENTERED," VORTAB 402
PRINT *,"(3) THE NEXT TYPE OF PANEl. CAN BE ENTERED." VORTAB 403
PRINT *," " VORTAB 404
2 IF(FIRST}NLINE=8 VORTAB 405
FIRSI -.FALSE. VDRTAB t.06
PRINT *_"FOR AN ENTENDING FLAT PANFL TNPUT...E (EXTENDING)." VORTAB 407
PRINT *_"FOR A NEW FLAT PANEL INPUT ........... N (NEW PANEL)." VORTAB 408
PRINT *,"TG STOP FLAT PANELS INPlJT........ ....0 (OUIT)." VnRTAB 409
222 READ(I,104) IANS VORTAB 410
IF(EOF(1) )222,223 VORTAB 411
223 CALL LINFEED(NLINE) VORTAB 412
IANS ER -I ANS (I ) VORTAB 413
IF(IANSER.EQ.IHN)GO TO i0 VORTAB 414
IF(IANSER.EQ.IHQ)GC .TO 81 VORTAB 415
IF(IANSER.EQ.IHE)GO TO 335 VORTAB 416
PRINT *_"RE'ENTER YOUR ANSWER LEFT JUSTIFIED" VORTAB 417
NL INE =2 VORTAB 4 18
GO TO 222 VORTAB 419
C ** MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO HAVE JOINED WTNG PANELS AND VORTAB 420
C ** RECOVER FROM ERRONEI]US INPUT. VORTAB 421
335 XI'SAFEXI VOR TAB 422
YI=SAFEYI VORI'AB 423
ZI-SAF EZ1 VORTAB 424
AINCI-ANG1 VOR TAB 4 25
CORDI =SAFCRDI VORTAB 426
ITESTW'ISAF EW VORTAB 427
NAP-SAFENAP VORTAB 428
IF(NO2.GT.O)GO TO 12 VORTAB 429
DO 31 JJ=I,NAP VORTAB 430
JJ2 -JJ+IO0 VOR TAB 4 31
XAF (JJ )-XAF (JJ2 ) VORTAB 432
31 ZC(2,JJ)-ZC(2pJJ2) VORTAB 433
GO TO 12 VORTAB 434
(31
.-a
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1%)
81 WX(2):SAFEX1 VORTAB ...... _35
WY(2)-ABS (SAFEY1) VORTAB 436
WZ (2)-SAFEZl VORTAB 437
RLTURN VORTAB 438
104 FDRMAT(15A1} VORTAB 43g
END VORTAB 440
C VORTAB 441
SUBROUTINE WNGCAMB(NAP,ISLT,CAMBI,CAMBO) VORTAB 442
C ** ALLOWS WINGS TO HAVE CAMBER. VORTAB 443
COMMON /ZXPR/ ZC(2,150),XAF(150),PHT(Q|,RD(g) VORTAB 444
DIMENSION IANS(15) VORTAB 445
IF(NAP.GT.O)GO TO 10 VORTAB 446
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 447
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 448
C ** ASKS IF CAMBER IS DESIRED. VORTAB 449
PRINT *,"DO YOU WANI CAMBER IN THE PANELS" VORTAB 450
CALL YESNOF(ISLT) VORTAB 451




C ** DETERMINES METHOD OF REPRESENTING CAmBeR. VORTAB 45b
40 PRINT *_"CAMBER IS ENTERED IN _-CHQRD OR LINEAR MEASURE." VORTAB 457
PRINT *,"DO YOU WANT CAMBER IN T-CHnQO" VORTAR 458
CALL YESNOF(ICMB} VORTAB 45g
IF(ICMB.GT.O)GO TO 12 VORTAB 460
CALL WNGCMB2(NAP,CAMBI,CAMBO) VDRT_B 461
RETURN VORTAB 462
12 PRINT *,"INPUT CAMBER DATA BELOW." VORTAB 463
C ** ENTERS PANEL CAMBER IN X-CHORD. VORTAB 464
PRINT *,"INPUT PERCENT CHORD < 0.0 Tq STOP" VORIAB 465
30 NAP=NAP+I VORTAB 466
C ** ENTERS DATA FOR ROOT AND TIP OF PANEL. VORTAB 467
APPENDIX B. - Continued
PRINT *p"% CHORD_ ROUT CAMB_P, _ TTP CAMBFR" VORTAB 468
I009 READ (I,_)XAF(NAP}_ZC(I,NAP),ZC(2_NA_) VORTAB 469
IF(EOF{I ))1009,1010 VDRTAB 470
1010 IF(XAF(NAP).LT.O.O)GO TO 35 VORTAB 471
GO TO 30 VORTAB 4?2
35 NAP=NAP-I VORTAB 473
C _ CALCULATES PARAMETERS TO RELOCATF QqnT OF VORTAB 474
C ** PANEL IN VERTICAL DIRECTION. VORTAB 475
CAMBI:ZC(1,1} VDRTAB 476
DO 20 JJ-I,NAP VORTAB 477
20 IF (ZC (1_ JJ }.GT.CAMBI )CAMBI=ZC (I,JJ) VORTAB 47B
CAMBI-CAMBI_.01 VDRTAB 479
GO TO 33 VOR'TAB 480
C *m GETS CAMBER DATA IN LINEAR MEASURF. VORTAB _81
I0 IF(ICMB.GT.O)GO TO 11 VORTAB 482
CALL WNGCMB2(NAP,CAMBIJCAMBO) VORTAB 483
RETURN VORTAB 484
C ** GETS DATA F_R PANEL TIP ONLY. VORTA8 485
11 PRINT *p,,PERCENT CHORD AND ROOT CAMRER WILL BE DISPLAYED," VORTAB _86
PRINT *p"FOR THE CURRENT PANEL." VORTAB _87
IANS(1}=IOOO VORTAB 488
DO 150 J-I,NAP VORTAB 48g
ZC(I,J)-ZC(2_J} VORTAB 490
WRITE 20O_XAF(J}_ZC(I_J) VORTAB 491
1011 READ (lm*)ZC{2_J) VORTAB 492
IF{EOF(1))1011,150 VORTAB 493
150 CONTINUE VORTAB 494
200 FORMAT("INPUT TIP CAMBER ? _ CHO_n="pF8.3_ VORTAB 495
1" ROOT CAMBER="F?.3_" _") VORTAB 496
C *_ RELOCATES PANEL TIP IN VERTICAL DIRFCTIQN. VORTAB 497
CAMBI=O.O VORTAB 498
33 CAMBO=ZC(2,1) VORTAB 499
DO 21 JJ-I_NAP VORTAB 500
21 IF(ZC(2_JJ}.GT.CAMBO)CAMBO-ZC(2,JJ) VORTAB 501
CAMBO-CAMBC_.01 VORTAB 502
(3"I
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R_ TURN VnRTAB 503
EF,D VORT_B 50_
C VORTAB 505
SUBROUTINE WNGCMB2(NAP,CAMBI_CAMBr].) VFIRTAB " 505
C ,_w,ALLOWS WINGS TO HAVE CAMBER, INPUT TN LINEAR DIMENSIONS. VORTAB 507
COMMON IZXPRI ZC(2,150|,XAF(150),PHT(q)gP{](O) VORTAB 508
ITEST=-I VrlRTAB 509
IF(NAP.EQ.O)GO TO 5 VORTAB 510
ITES I,,1 VORTAB 511
GO TO 10 VORI'AB 512
C t,._GEIS PANEL ROGT DATA. VDRTAB 513
5 PRINT ,_,'tINPUT CAMBER DATA BELOW" VDRTAB 514
PRINT _wj,.TD STOP INPUT DISTANC_ FRflM IF.ADING EDGE < 0.0" VDRTAB 515
30 NAP=NAP+I VORTAB 516
PRINT *p"ENTER DIST. FROM LEAD. EDGF, ANr_ RCOT CAMBER." VORTAB 517
1012 READ (Ij,*)XAF(NAP),ZC(lJ, NAP) VORTAB 518
IF(EOF(1) )1012, I013 VORTAB 519
1013 IF(XAF(NAP).LT.O.O)GO 10 35 VORTAB 520
GC TO 30 VDRTAB 521
35 NAP-NAP-1 VORTAB 522
Cct, RELOCATES ROOT VERTICALLY. VDRTAB 523
CAMBI=ZC (1,1} VORT4B 524
DO 11 JJ=2,NAP VORTAB 52.5
ii IF (ZC (I, JJ ).GT.CAMBI }CAMBI=ZC (l_JJ) VORIAB 526
CAMBI=CAMBI/XAF (NAP) VORTAB 527
C 4,4,PUTS ROOT DATA IN _-CHORD. VORTAB 528
RCORDIN=IO0. IXAF (NAP) VORTAB 529
DO 12 JJ=I,NAP VORTAB 530
XAF (JJ )=XAF (JJ )_'RCORDIN VORTAB 5 31
12 ZC (1, JJ) =ZC (1_ JJ )*RCGRDIN VDRTAB 532
C w,_,GETS PANEL TIP DATA. VORTAB 533
i0 DO 15 JJ=I,NAP VORTAB 53_
PRINT *,t'STATION NUMBER ",JJ VORTAB 535
APPENDIX B. - Continued
PRINI *,"ENTER DIST. FRGM LEAD. PDGF g TIP CAMBER." VORTAB 536
1014 READ (1,*)XAF(JJ},ZC(2,JJ) VORTAB 537
IF(EOF(1))IOI4,15 VDRTAB 538
Ib CONTINUE VORTAB 539
IF(ITEST.GT.O)CAMBI'O.O .VORTAB 540
C ** RELOCATES PANEL TIP VERTICALLY. VORTAB 541
•33 CAMBO'ZC(2,1) VORTAB 542
C ** PUTS DATA IN X'CHORD. VORTAB 543
DO 16 JK=Z,NAP VORTAB 544
16 IF{ZC{2,JK).GT.CAMBO)CAMBO=ZC{?,JK} VORTAB 545
CAMBO=CAMBOIXAF(NAP) VORTAB 545
RCORD2N-IOO./XAF(NAP) VDRTAB 547
DO 17 jK-1,NAP VORTAB 548




SUBROUTINE YESNOF(hHERE) VDRTAR 553
C ** ALLOWS A QUESTION TO BE ANSWERED WITH YES nR Nnp VORTAB 554
C *e DR, TRUE OR FALSE, CR ANYTHING L_SS TH_N 16 CHARACTERS VORTAB 555
C $$ THAT STARTS WITH Y,T,N, OR F. VORTAB 556
INTEGER WHERE VORTAB bS?
DIMENSION ANSER{15) VORTAB 558
PRINT *,"ENTER Y OR TFOR YES, _ N OR F FOR NO" VORTAB 55g
4 READ (1,1} ANSER VORTAB 560
• IF(EOF(1))5,10 VORTAB 561
b CALL LINEF VORTAB 562
GD TO 4 VORTAB 563
i FDRMAT(15AI) VORTAB 564
10 ANS-ANSER(1) VORTAB 565
IF(ANS.EQ.IHT)GO TO 2 VORTAB 566
IF(ANS.EQ.1HY)GO Te 2 VORTAB 567
iF(ANS.EQ.1HN)GO TO 3 VORT&B 568
APPENDIX B. - C:onti.nued
IF(ANS.EQ.IHF)GO TO 3 ....... VORTAB 56g
PRINT *,"RE-ENTER YOUR ANSWER 1EFT JU?TTFIED." VORTAR 570
GO TO 4 VD_TAB 571
C ** YES VORTAB 572
2.WHERE-I VORTAB 573 :
RETURN VORTAB 574
C ** NO VORTAB 575




SUBROUTINE VTAIL VDRTAB 580 .....
C _* GENERATES VERTICAL FLAT PANELS. VDR'FAB 581
COMMON /FUSS/XO,YO_FSCORD_FSLOPE,BFUS_NPANS_FSCALE VORTAB 582
DIMENSION SIDEV(2) VORTAB 583
DIMENSION AO(3)_A2(2)_TOP(5)pAI(3},Alq(2') VORTAB 584
REAL NVOR VORTAB 585
DATA SPC_AINClpAINC2_ITS_NAP_IOUANT,I_YN.T_.Npp/3,0.OpS,O/ VORTAB 586
DATA PDL/O.O/ VORTAB 587
DATA IOP/IOHA POINT FO, IOHR SPANWISF,:I.OH LOCATION VORTAB 588
IPIOH(FROM THE _IOHTOP VIEW) / VORTAB 589;
DATA SIDEV/IOH(FROM THE _IOHSIOF VTFW)/' VDRTAB 590
DATA AO/IOHBOTTOM LEA_IOHDING PnTNT,1H ! VORTAB 5gl
DATA AI/IOHBQTTOM TRA_IOHILING PDIN_2NT ! VORTAB 592
DATA AIB/IOHTOP TRAILI,QHN.G POINT / VORTAB 593
DATA A2/IOHTOP LEADIN_IOHG POINT / VORTAB 594
C ** ASKS IF VERTICAL PANELS ARE DESTPED, VO_TAR 595
CALL NEWPAG VORTA_ 596
CALL ANHODE VORTAB 597
PRINT *_"DO YOU WANT VERTICLE PANFI__" VORTAB 598
CALL YESNOF(ISLT) VORTAB 599
IF(ISLT.LT.O)RETURN VORTAR 600
ilO CALL LINFEbD(4) VORTAB 601
APPENDIX B. - Continued
C ** GETS BOTTOM LEADING POINT. VORT&B 602
16 CALL ADUTST(21,AO) VORTAB 603
CALL AOUTST (20, SlDEV) VORTAB 604
CALL RONEPNT(XI,Z1) VORTAB 505
CALL LOCATES(XI_Z1) VORTAB 606
CALL NEWLIN2 VORYA-B 607
C ** GETS THE BOTT[}M TRAILING POINT. VORTAB 608
CALL ADUTST(22,A1) VORT AB 609
CALL AOUTST (20, SIDEV} VORTAB 610
'CALL RDNEPNT(X2,Z2} VORTAB 611
CALL LOCATES(X2#Z2) VOR TAB 612
CORDZ-SQRT( (XI-X2) *.2+ (Z1-Z2)**2) VORTAB 613
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 614
C ** GETS TOP LEADING POINI. VORTAB 615
CALL AOUTST(18,A2) VDRTAB 616
CALL AOUTST (20, SIDEV) VORTAB 61"?
CALL RONEPNT(X3,Z3) VORTAB 61B
CALL LDCATES(X3,Z3) VORTAB 619
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 620
C ** GETS TOP TRAILING PCINI. V{IRTAB 621
CALL ADUTST (19, AIB) VORTAB 622
CALL AOUTST (20, SIDEV) VORTAB 623
CALL RONEPNT(X4,Z4) VORTA8 624
CALL LOCATES(X4,Z4) VORTAB 625
CORD2 =SQR T ( (X3-X4 )*'2+ (Z3-Z4 )*'2 ) VORTAB 626
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 627
C ** .LOCATES PANEL IN SPANWISE DIRECTTqN. VORTAB 628
CALL ADUTST (50,TOP) VORTAB 62q
CALL RONEPNT(AX,AY) VORTAB 630
CALL LOCATE (AX,AY) VORTA_ 631
YI-AY VORTAB 632
IF (ABS (Y1) •LT.4.0 )YI=O.O VOR TAB 6 33
C ** GETS THE NUMBER OF SPANWISE AND CHfI_DWI_F VORTICES. VflRTAB 634
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 635
CALL ANNODE VOR TAR 636
_n
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(Jl
O0 _ .
PRINT *p"NUMBER OF SPANWISE V[I_TTCC_ '(NVFIe:)" VORTAB 637
1016 READ (I_,*)NVOR VORTAB 638
IF (EOF (1 ))i016_ 1017 VORTAB 63q
1017 PRINT *I"NUMBER OF STREAMWISE VnRTICES {PNCV),' VDRTAB 6_0
1018 READ (Ip*}RNCV VORTAB 641
[F(EOF(1))1018,101g VORTAB 642
•1019 CALL LINFEED(6} VORTAB 643
C ** ALLOWS THE PANEL TO BE ABORTED. VORTAB 644
PRINT *,"DO YOU WANT THE PREVI[IUS PANEL" VORTAB 645
CALL YESNGF(NG} VORTAB 646
IF(NO)11_21_21 VORTAB 647






ACD2"C{IR D2 VDRTAB 654
CALL RESC ALE (AX, AYp AZ_ ACD_ AX2pAY?, A 7.'2J,-ACD_,0.0_,1 ) VORTAB 655 .'
C 4,* WRITES THE PANEL DATA ON DISC, .VDRTAB 656
WR ITE (3_ IO0 )AX, AY_ AZ, ACD V[IRTAB 657 '
WRITE (3_ 100 )AX21 AY2p AZ2p ACD2 VDR TAB 658
WRITE (3_ 101 )NV{JR,RNC Vp SPC _,PDL VORTAB 659
WRITE(3J,IO2)AINCI_,AINC2,1TS_,NAPj, IOUANT,ISYNT.gNPP VORTAB 660
NPANS =NPANS +I VORTAB 661
i00 FDRMAT(4FIO.3plOX,"VERTICAL PANEL"} VORTAB 662
101 F O.RMAT(4F i0 •09 IOX9 "NV{]R,RNCV_,SPC, PDL" } VORTAB 663
102 FDRMAT(2FIO.2J, 12_BX,I2_,3(gX,.I1)) VORTAB 664
Ii CALL NEWLIN2 VORTA_ 665
C. ** ALLOWS THE USER TO ADD ANOTHER PANEL I c DESIRED. VORTAB 666
•' PRINT *_"DO YOU WAFT ANOTHER VERTICAL PANEL" V_RTAR 667
CALL YESN{]F(ISLT) VORTAB 668
IF (ISLT.LT. O} RETURN •VORTAB 66q
CALL SYSTEM(O," ") VDRTAB 670
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 671
APPENDIX B. - Continued
G[; TO 16 .....: ....... VORTAB- 6?2
END VDRTAB 673
C VORTAB 674
SUBROUTINE NACELLE VORTAB 675
C _.CALCULATES DATA FOR NACELLE PANELS. VORTAB 676
COMMON IFUSS/XO_YO,FSCORD_FSLCOF_BFUSJN_ANSpFSCALE VORTAB 677
COMMON IZXPRI ZC(2t15C),XAF(150},PHI(Q)tPo{g) VORTAB 678
REAL NVUR VDRI'AB 679
DIMENSION FTP(2IgPHI2(q) VORTAB 680
DATA SPC_AINCI_AINC2plTS,IQUANT,ISYNT,NPPI3*O.093_0,11 VORTAB 681
DATA PHI21-gO.O,-45.0,O.O,_SoO,gO.O,135.0,180.O_225.0,270.O/ VDRTAB 682
DATA FTPIICHTOP NACELL,8HEPOINT I VORTAB 683
C _ REINITIALIZES PHI ARAY. VORTAB 684
DO i J-l,g VORTAB 685
1 PHI(J}-PHI2(J) VDRTAB 686
C *_ ASKS IF NACELLES ARE DESIRED. VORTAB 687
NLINZ-5 VORTAB 688
CALL NEWPAG VORI'AB 689
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 6gO
PRINT *_"DO YOU WANT NACELLES" VORTAB 691
CALL YESNDF(ISLT) VORTAB 692
IF{ISLT.LT.O)RETURN VORTAB 693
C ** FRONT TWO NACELLE POINTS. VORTAB 694
50 PRINT 104 VORTAB 6g5
CALL SYSTEM|O_" ") VDRTAB 696
CALLLINFEED(NLINZ) VORTAB 697
CALL RDNEPNT(XIJYI) VORT_B 8go
CALL LOCATE(XI,YI| VORTAB 69g
PRINT 109 VORTAB 700
CALL SYSTEM(O," "} VORTAB 701
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 702
CALL RONEPNT(X,Y) VORTAB 703
CALL LDCATE(XgY} VORTAB 704
_) .
APPENDIX B. - Continued
R -ABS (Y1-Y )*. 5 VORT_AB 705
YC ENI ER- (Y+Y1 )*. 5 VOR TAB 706
IF(ABS(YCENTER|,LT.5,IYCENTER-O.O VORTAB 707
NAP-I VORTAB 708
ZC (2, i )=RW,R Vt'}RTAB 709
XAF(I}:ZC(1,1}-OoO V{]RTAB 710
CALL NEWLIN2 VORTAB 711
C w_ INSTRUCTIONS ARE DISPLAYED. VORTAB 712
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 713
PRINT _,"ENTER BODY POINTS ALONG rINF SIDF (EXCLUDING FRONT" VDRTAB 714
PRINT _"POINTS), PROGRESSING FQFIM FRQNT TO REAR AFTER THE" VDRTAB 715
PRINT _',"LAST POINT HAS BEEN PR{3CFSS_F) FNTER Q FOLLOWED BY t' VORTAB 716
PRINT *,t'A CARRIAGE RETURN." VORTAB 717
CALL SYSTEM(O, 't ") V{']RTAB 718
CALL LINFEED(3) VDRTAB 71g
C ** BODY POINTS READ FROM TABLET. VORTAB 720
0 CALL TABARM(O) VORTAB 721
CALL GETPNT(I,IX,IY) VORTAB 722
X=FLOAT (IX} VORTAB ./23
Y-FLOAT (IY) VOR TAB 724
IF(I.EQo81)GO TO 11 VORTAB 725
IF(I,GT,31)GO TO 9 VORTAB 726
IF(X.EQ.O.O.A.Y.EQ.O.O}GO TO 9 VORTAB 727
CALL LDCATE(X_Y) VORTAB 728
NAP-NAP+I VORTAB 729
R2-Y-YCENTER VOR TAB 730
ZC (2, NAP )- (R2_'R2) VORTAB 731
XAF (NAP }-X-XE VORTAB 732
GO TO 9 VORTAB 733
11 CALL IABOFF VORTAB 734
CORDI =XAF (NAP ] VORTAB 735
RCEPI-IOO.CICDRDI VDRTAB 736
DO 14 J-2J,NAP VORTAB 737
ZC (1_ J) =0.0 VDRTAB 738
lq XAF(J)-XAF(J}WWRCEP1 VORTAB 73g
j • t I
APPENDIX B. - Continued
PDL=ggg. VORI'AB 740
C _* TOP OF NACELLE IS LCCATED VERTICALLY, V_RTAB 741
CALL FRNTLGC(Z,FTP,IB) VORTAB 742
CALL NEWLIN VORIAB 743
CALL ANMODE VORIAB 744




4 NVOR=4.0 VORTAB 749
5 NVORI=INT(NVO R}+I VORTAB 750
IF(NVOR.EQ.8)Z=Z2 VORTAB 751
C **.NUMBER OF STREAMWISE VORTICES I_ DET_pMTNEO. VORTAB 752
PRINT 106 VORTAB 753
30 READ(I_*)RNCV VORTAB 754
IF(EOF(1))30,31 VORTAB 755
C ** ALLOWS PANELS TU BE ABORTED. VORTAB 756
31 PRINT *,"DG YOU WANT THE PREVIOUS PANEL" VORTAB 757
CALL YESNOF(NO) VORTAB 758
IF(NO)99,20,20 VORTAB 759






CALL RESCALE(AX,AY,AZ,ACD,AX2,AY2,A12,&CD2,qgQ.O,NVORI) "VORTAB 766
C ** WRITES PANEL DATA ON DISC. VORTAB 767




WR IIE (3_ 103 )AINC i, AINC 2, ITS, NAP, TOIJANT, ISY NT, NPP VOP TAB "772
IF(NAP.LE.2)GD TO 99 VORTAR 773
WRITE(3,102)(XAF(J},J'I,NAP) VORTAB 774
APPENDIX B. - Continued
WR ITE (3_ 102 )(ZC (1._d }_J= 1•NAP } VOR TAB 775
WR ITE (3, 102 )(ZC (2_ J )•J =1•NAP } V[IRTAB 776
C ** ALLOWS ADDITIONAL NACELLE PANELS T[l F_F.FNTFRED. VORTAB 777
99 PRINT *J,"IS ANOTHER NACELLe DEST_FD" VO_TAB 778
CALL YESNOF (TSLT) VORTAB. 779
IF (ISLT .LE •O) RE TURN VORTAB 780
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 781
NL INZ'2 VDRTAB 782
CALL ANMDDE VORTAB 783
GO TO 50 V{IPTAB 78q
100 FORMAT(4FIO.3•IOX•"NACELLE PANEL") VORTAB 785
I01 FORMAT(kFIO.OJ, IOX•I,NVORpRNCVpSPC,PnI.,,) VORTAB 786
102 FORMAT(SFIC.4) VORTAB. 787
103 FORMAT (ZF 10,2J,_2_8X_ IZ_ 3(gX• II)) VORTAB 78B .
104 FORMAT(" FROM THE TCP VIEW"•If• VORTAB 789
1" INNER OR OUTER FRONT NACELLE PF}TNT") VORTAB 790
105 FORMAT(/L•" REMAINING FRONT NACFLLE POINT"} VORTAB 791
106 FORMAT{I•"NUMBER OF CHORDWISE VF)P,T.TCES(QNCV.}") VORTAB 792
END VORTAB 793
C V.ORTAB 794
SUBROUTINE SHIFTINAP) VORTAB 795
C .s LOCATES NACELLES IN THE VERTICAL OTPECTTDN. VORTAB 796
COMMON IZXPRI ZC(2_ISO)•XAF{IbO)pPHT{g)PPn{9) VnRTAB ?g7
TEST=ZC(2_I) VORTAB 798
DO i0 I=2•NAP VORTAB 799
10 IF(ZC(2•I).GT°TEST}TEST=ZC(2_I) VORTAB 800
R=SQRT(TEST) VORTAB BOI
DO Ii .J-l,g VOqTAB 802
11 RO(J)=R VnRTAB 803
, REFAREA-TEST*.01 VORTAB BO_
DO 12 •-1•NAP VORTAB 805
12 ZC{Z,J)=ZC{2•J)IREFAREA VORTAB 806
RETURN VDRTAB 807
APPENDIX B. - Continued
END ................... VORTAB 808
C VORTAB 809
SUBROUTINE FUSLAGE (YLOC} VORTAB 810
C ** THIS GENERATES THE FUSELAGE PANPLS. VF]RTAB 811
COMMON /FUSS/XO_ YO, FSC(]RD_ FS LOPE, _FIISpNPANS _ FSCALE VDRT_B 812
C OMMUF. IFUSS21RNOT_NAP VORTAB 813
COMMDF. IZXPRI ZC(2PISO)_XAF(150)_PHT(q},Rf](g) VORTAB 814
CUMMON IZSEAI ZC2(2,50}J, XAF2(50) VORTAB 815
REAL NVOR, KORD VOR T_,B 816
DIMENSION PHI2(9) VORTAB 817
DATA S PC, AI NC i_AINC2, ITS_ IQUANT, TSYNT,NPP/3*O.O,-I,O_O, 1/ VORTAB 818
DATA PH12/-90.0,-45.0_0.0,45.0,qO.O. 135.0_ I80.OJ 225.0J270.0/ VORTAB 819
C ** GETS NOSE POINT FROM TOP VIEW. VORTAB 820
50 PRINT *_"ENTER NOSE POINT FROM TOP VIFW" VORTAB 82I
CALL SYSTEM(OR" ") VORTAB 822
CALL LINFEED(4) VORTAB 823
CALL R{]NEPNT(ANYX, YLDC) VORTAB 824
CALL IOCATE(ANYX,YLOC) VORTAB B25
IF (YLOC. LT. 3.0)YL{IC =0.0 VORTAB 826
YLOC"ABS(YLGC) VORTAB 827
CALL NEWPAG VORTAB 828
NO'I VORTAB 829
CALL LINFEED(2) VORTAB 830
PDL2"999. VORTAB 831
C ** INITIALIZES PHI ARRAY. VDRTAB 832
DO i J'l,O VORTAB 833
i PHI{J)'PHI2(J) VORI'AB 834
C ** INSTRUCT. IONS ARE TO BE PRINTED. VDRTAB B35
NLINES'6 VORTAB 836
CALL ANMODE VORTAB 837
PRINT 321 VORTAB 838
321 FORMAT{" TC MAKE A FUSELAGE BODY ENTER POINTS FROM THE SIDE"_ VORTAB B39
I" VIEW. THE NOSE POINT IS FIRST. TIAE N_XT POINTS ARE " VORTAB 840
2"ENTERED IN",I_" PAIRS, THE FIRST FRrlM THE TOP OF THE FUSELAGE" VORTAB BAI
APPENDIX B. - Continued
3", THE-SEccIqD FROM THE BOTTOM DIRFCTLY R_LOW THE FIRST.",I, VORTAB R42
4" THE LAST TWO COME FROM THE ENO qF THE FUSELAGE, AFTER" VDRTAB 843
5" THESE TWO ENTER Q TO END",/I," N_E POINT") VORTAB 844
C ** GEIS NOSE PCINT. VORTAB 845
4I CALL SYSTEM(O," ") VORTAB 846
CALL LINFEED(NLINES) VOR TAB 847
CALL RONEPNT(XI2Z1) VORTAB 848
CALL LUCATES(XI,ZI} VORTAB 849
IF (ABS (Z1 ).LT. 3.0) Z l=O. O VORTAB 850
ZLOC=Z1 VORTAB 851
IF (ABS (Xl) .LT. 3.G} Xl=¢.O VORTAB 852
XAFI=X1 VORTAB 853
XAF (i )=0.0 VfIRTAB 854
ZC (I, I )"0.0 VOR TAB 855
ZC (2,1) =0.0 VOR TAB 856
NAP=I VORTAB 857
C ** GETS BODY PCINTS. VORTAB 858
go PRINT *," TOP POINT" VORTAB 859
CALL SYSTEM(O," ") VORTA8 860
CALL NEWLIN VORT&B 861
g CALL TABARM(O) VORTAB 862
CALL GETPNT(I, IX,IZ) VORTAB 863
X'FLGAT {I X ) VORTAB 884
Z=FLOAT( IZ } VORTAB 865
IF(I.EO.B1)GO TO 11 VORTAB 866
IF(I.GT.31)GO TO 9 VORTAB 867
CALL LOCATES(X,Z) VORTAB 868
PRINT *2" BOTTUM POINT" VORTAB 869
CALL SYSTEM(O," ") VORI'AB B70
CALL NEWLIN VOR TAB 871
209 CALL TAbARM(O} VORTAR 872 '
CALL GETPNI(I,IXZ, IZ?) VORTA_ _73
IF(I.E(J.81)GU TU ii VORTAB 874
IF(I.GT.31)GO TO 209 VORTAB 875
X2 -FLOAT (IX2 ) VORTAB _76
Z2-FL OAT (IZ2 ) VOR TAB 877
APPENDIX B. - Continued
CALL LOCATES (X2_Z2} VOQTAB B78
NAP=NAP+ I VORTAB 87q
XAF (NAP) =X-XAFI VOR TAB 880 _
ZC(2,NAP)-( (Z -Z2)_.5)_'2 VZIRTAB 881
ZC(I_NAP)-(Z +Z2)*.5-ZLOC VORTAB 882
GO TO 90 VORTAB 883
11 CALL TABDFF VORTAB 88_
CALL NEWLIN2 VOR I'AB 885
CALL ANMDDE VORTAB 886
C ** ALLOWS DATA TO BE RE-ENTERED IF AN ERRnR HAS BEEN MADE. VORTAB 887
PRINT *,"DO YOU WANT TO RE-ENT_.P THIS DATA" VORTAB 888
CALL YESNOF(LBODY) VORTAB 88g
IF(LBODY.LT.O)GO T(J 40 VORTAB 890
PRINT *,"RE-ENI. ER I-USELAGE DATA." VORTAB 891
CALL NEWLIN VORTAB Bg2
GO TO 50 VDRTAB 893
40 12-1NT(.5*NAP)+I VORTAB 8q_
C ** DATA IS PUT IN TERMS GF Z-CHORD. VORTAB 895
CORDI-XAF (NAP) VORTAB 896
CRDNRM- i00. 0 ICURDI VORTAB 89?
RNOT-SQRT (ZC (2, 12 } ) VORTAB 898
RNORM=IOO. 0/ZC (2, I2) VORTAB 8 g9
DO 12 J=I,NAP VDRTAB Q00
ZC {1, J )-ZC (1, J)*CRDNRM VORTAB Q01
XAF (J }-XAF (J )*CRDNRM VORTAB g02
i2 ZC (2pJ) =ZC (2_ J) ¢RNCRM VORTAB 903
C ** RADII [IF FUSELAGE ARE DETERMINED. VORTAB q04
DO 13 J:l,g VORTAB go5




IF(YLOC )Sj4t5 VORTAB qlo
4 NVOR-4 VORTAB qll
Z- Z2 +2.0*RNEIT VORTAB q 12
5 NVDRI-I+INT (N_OR) VflRTAB q13
c_
APPENDIX B. - Continued
Cr_
IF(NVOR.EQ.8)Z=Z2 VORTAB 014
C '_' FUSELAGE CAMBER CAN BE ADDED HEPF. VORTAB 915
CALL RELDCAI(YLOC, ZLOC,CORDI,Xll VDRTAB 916
Z2..Z2+ZL 0C VOR TAB 9 I'/
Z=Z+ZLDC VORTAB CIEB
C ** ASKS FOR NUMBER OF FUSELAGE PANFLS. VORTAB 91g
55 PRINT *,"NUMBER OF FUSLLAGE PANELS" VDRTAB q20
56 READ(l,* }NUM VORTAB 921
IF (EDF (1 ) )98,57 VDRTAB g22
b8 CALL LINEF VORTAB q23
GO TO 56 VORTAB 924
57 IF(NUM.GT.O.A.NUM.LT.5)GD TO I0 VORTAB g25
PRINT *,"RE-ENTER YOUR NUMBER BrTWCCN 0 AND 5" VORTAB g26
CALL LINFEED(3) VORTAB g2"/
GO TD 55 VORTAB g28
C ** ALLOWS MULTIPLE FUSELAGE PANELS. VORTAB 929
I0 IF(NO.EQ.I)NPANS'NPANS+NUM VORTAB q30
XAF2 (1) =X AF (1) VORTAB g31
ZC2{I,I)=ZC(I,I) VORTAB q32





C ** LOOP TD MAKE MULTIPLE FUSELAGE PANFL_. V{IRTAB q38
DO 30 IMP=I,NUM VORTAB g3q
54 JNOT'JTWO VDRTAB q40
IF(IMP.EQ.NUM)GO TO 22 VORTAB 94I
PRINT I04,IMP VORTAB Q42
104 FORMAT(" ENTER BREAK POINT FOR PANEL # ",TI, VORTAB 943
1" ,(FROM THE Tr_P VIEW}"} VORTAB g44
CALL SYSTEM(O," ") VORTAB 045
CALL LINFEED{NLINZZ) VORTAB q46
NL INZZ-8 VORTAB q47
CALL RONEPNT(AX,AZ) VORTAB g4B
CALL LDCATES(AX,AZ) VORTAB q4c;
¥ • • a
APPENDIX B, - Continued
AX -AX-XA F i Vr]RTAB q 50
G(I TO 23 VORTAB qSl
22 AX=XAF(NAP)*CORDI*.OI VDRT&B q52
JTWO=NAP VDRTAB 953
23 KORD=AX-ANOT VORTAB g54
IF(IMP.EQ.I)GG TO 36 VORTAB g55
C ** t.IRST POINT OF PANEL IS DETERMINED. VORTAB 956 "
ZC2 (i_ i) =ZC 2 (i_,NAPI )*OLDCORDIKOPF} VOR TAR 957
ZC2(Z_,I)'ZC2(2_NAPI) VORTAB 0.58
XAFZ (1 )=0.0 VOR TAB g 5g
3b XlI-ANOT VORTAfl g60




C ** NUMBER OF CHORDWISE V{]RIICES IS DFTFOMINFD. V[IRTAB g65
IF (IMP.NE.NUM)PRINI lob VORTAB g66
105 FORMAT(/) VORTAB g67
PRINT *_"NUMBER UF CHORDWISE VqPTICI__S (RNCV)" VORTAB q68
PRINT *_"FOR PANEL NUMBER "j,IMP VORTAB 969
28 REAO(IJ,*|RNCV VORTAB 070
IF (EOF (i } )60_ 29 VORTAB 071
60 CALL LINEF VORTAB 972
• GU TO 28 VORTAB o73
29 PCORD-IOO.*AXICORD1 VORTAB g74
IF(IMP.EQ.NUM)GO TC 26 VORTAB q75
DO 31 J=JNOTJ, NAP VORTAB qTb
31 IF(XAF(J).GT.PCORD)GO I0 32 VORTAB 977
32 JTWO=J VfIRTAB 978
C ** DATA AT PANEL JOINING POINTS ARF CA! CIJLATFD. VORTAB 979
NAPP-JTWO-JNOI.2 VORTAB g80
IF (IMP. EQ.I )NAPP=JIW_ VORTAB 981
RATIO-( PC OR D-XAF (J-I) )I (XAF (J )-XAF (J-1 )) VDR TAB q82
ZC2(Ij,NAPP)=RATIO*(ZC(IpJ)-ZC(]"I-I ))+IC(I._,J-]) VORTAR gO3
ZC2 (2_,NAPP) .RAT I0. (SQRI (ZC (2, J))-_¢)RT (7£..(?,J-I )))+SORT (ZC (2_ J-1 )) VORTAB g8q
ZC2 (2,NAP P )-ZCZ (2_,NAPP }**2 VORTAB q 85
Oh
--,,I
c_ APPENDIX B, - Continued
oo
XAF2 NAPP)- "...... VORTAB ' 86
GO 27 VORTAF 987
C ,I,,_ CALCULATES THE PARAMETERS 10 MODIFY DATA FnR TIIF V_RTAB ':)88
C *,1, APPROPRIATE PANELS. VORTAB 98g
2b NAPP-JTWO-JNOT+2 VORTAB OgO
IF (NUM. EQ. I }NAPP"NAP VDRTAB 901
27 ZC 1FUG=CORDIlKORD VORTAB 992
XAFFUGI'ZCIFUG VORTAB 093
XAFFUG2--IO0o ) XIi IKOR O VDR TAB 99q
IF(IrIP.E(Q.I)XAFFUG2"O.O VORTAB 995
IF(IMP.EQ.NUM}GO TO 37 VORTAB 996
ZC 2 {I)NAP P )-ZC2 {lJ,NAPP ))ZC IFUG VORTAB g97
•XAF2 (NAPP) =XAF2 (NAPP)*XAFFUGI+XAFFIIG2 VORTAB 998
37 JNO- JN{IT-1 VORTAB g99
JIW=JTWO-1 VORTAB I000
NAPI=NAPP VORTAB I001 ..
IF (IMP. EQ. NUM) JTw= JTW_ VORTAB 1002
IF (IMP.GT. 1) JNO-JNC-I VORTAB 1003
IF(NAPP.EQ.2.A.IMP.LT.NUM)GO TO B'_3 VORTAB 1004
C *'_ MODIFIES DATA FOR THE APPROPRIATF OANEL AN r) WRITES IT VORTAB 1005
C '_) ON DISC. VDRTAB 1006
DO 33 JINC=JNGT,JTW VORTAB i007
JFUG-JINC-JNO VORTAB 1008
ZC2 (i, JFUG ),,ZC{i, J INC }w'ZC1FUG VFIRTAB 1009
ZC2 (2, JFUG} "ZC (2,J INC ) VORTAB 1010
33 XAF2(JFUG}-XAF(JINC) W'XAFFUGI+XAFFUG2 VORTAB 1011
333 CONTINUE VORTAB 1012
C )) ALLOWS A PANEL TO BE ABGRTED, VORTAB 1013
PRINT w'j,"DO YOU WANT THE PREVIrl)I_ PANFI." VORTAB. i01_
CALL YESNOF {NO) V[IRTAB 1015
IF {NO)b52,20)20 VORTAR i016
20 IF(NAPI.FQ.2}CALL NAPE2(NAPI} VORTAB 1017
C *_ VARIABLES ARE PREPARED FOR RE-SCALING. VOPTAB I018
AX-AX2-X1 I.XAFI VORYAB 101g
AY-AY2-YLOC VOPTAB 1020
AZ=Z2 VORTAB 1021
,L • 4 I
APPENDIX 13. - Continued
A/?-Z V{IRTAB 1022
ACD'ACD2 "K{JRD VORTAB 1023
CALL RESC ALE (AX_ AYe,AZ..,ACL)pAX2 pAYP, ^ 7')J&CD2 pPDL 2 JNVDRI ) VnRTAB 1024
PDL2:0.O VOPTAB 1025
C 4,_ WRITES PANEL DATA ON DISC VORTAB 1026
WR ITE (3_,100 )AXe,AY.,,A ZJ,AC D VORTAB 1027
WR ITE (3.,100) AX2 J,AY2,AZ2J, ACD2 VORTAB 1028
WRITE (3_ i01 )NVOR_RNCV_ SPCp PUL VCIRTAB 102q
WRITE (3_ i02) (Plll(J),RG(J ),J-IpNVf_PI ) Vr)RTAB 1030
WRITE (3_ I03)AINCIp AINC2p ITS_ NAPl ,TOVlANT, IR YNTjNPP VORTAB 1031
WRITE (3_ I02 )(XAF2(J)_ J-I_NAPI ) VORTAB i032
WRITE (3, i02 )(ZC2 (I_ J)_ J-I,NAPI) VORTAB 1033
WRITE (3_ i02 )(ZC2(2_J)_ J-I_NAPI) VORTAB I034
GO TO 30 VBRTAB i035
552 JTWO-SAFJIWD VORTAB i036
ZC2 (i..,NA P i )=ZC2 (I..i ) VORTAB 1037
ZC2 (2_,NAPi) -ZC2 (2.,,1) VORTAB 1038
ANOT-SAFANOT VORTAB 103q
GO TO 54 VORTAB 1040
30 CONTINUE VORTAB i04I
i00 FORMAT(4FIO.3,1OX,"FUSELAGE PAN_-L"|. VORTAB 1042
101 FORMAT(_FIO.3J, 1OXj,°'NVORj,RNCV, SPC,PDL '') VORTAB 1043
102 FCRMAT(8FIO.4) VORTAB 1044
103 FORMAT (2F 10.2J,12J,SX_,12; 3 (9X.,,Ii II VORTAB 1045
IF {YL[_C.NE.O)RETURN VORTAB 1046
PRINT '_.,,"ISANL]THER FUSELAGE RFQtJIP_:_" VORT&B 1047
CALL YESNOF (INOTHER) VF)PTAB I04B
CALL SYSTEM(O,," ") Vn_TAB 104g
CALL NEWPAG VORT_B 1050
CALL ANMDDE VORTAB I051
IF(INDTHER.L .O)RETURN VO_TAB 1052
NO-I VORTAB 1053
GO TO 50 VORTAB 1054
END VORTAB 1055
C • VORTAB I056
(_
APPENDIX B. - Continued
o
SUBROUTINE NAPE2(NAPI) VORTAB 1057
C _'_ CHANGES fINE SEGMENT PANELS INTO TW[I SFGMFNT PANELS. VORTAB 1058






ZC2 (1,2)- {ZC2I i, 3) +ZC2 (I, I })_'.5 VORTAB 1065
S1-SQRT(ZC2 (2,3)) VORTAB 1066
S2-SQRT(ZC2 (2,1)) VORTAB 1067




SUBROUTINE RELOCAT(YLOC,ZLOC,FSCOPO,XRT^RT} VORTAB 1072
C ** ALLOWS WINGS TO BE ATTACHED TO THE FUSELAGE. VORTAB 1073
COMMUN /ZXPR! ZC(2,150),XAF(190)pPHI{Q).RQ(g) VORTAB 1074
COMMON IFUSS21RNDT,NAP VORTAB 1075
)IMENSID_ TEST(3) V]_TA8 1377
DATA FIE/3.131591 VDRTAB 1078
IF(MDDE.EQ.-1)REIURN VORTAB 107g
C ** LOCATES THE STARTING POINT OF THE WING WITH VORTAB 1080
C ** RESPECT TO THE FUSELAGE. VORTAB 1081
IWWW-1 VORTAB 1082
IF(YLOC.EQ.O)GO TO 1 VORTAB 1083
IWWW'Z VORTAB 1084
i WX-AWX(IWWW)-XSTART VORI'AB 1085
WY=AWY(IWWW) VORTAB 1086
WZ-AWZ (IWWW ) VnR TAB 1087
AWZ(3 )-WZ VOR TAB 10 88
PCORD- (100.0_WX) IF SCCRD VORTAB 108g
WY-ABS(WY-YLOC) VARTAB LOgO
APPENDIX B. - Continued
IF (YLOC.GI .03 AWY (3) =YLDC.WY VORTAB 1091
C ** DETERMINES WHICH 7.-CHORD STATION_ STARTING POINT OF VORTAB 1092
C ** WING IS BETWEEN. VORTAR 1093
DO 2 J"2_NAP VORTAB 1094
2 IF(XAF(J).GT.PCORD)GO TO 3 VORTAB. 1095
3 RATIO,, (PCORD-XAF (J-l)) / (XAF (J )-XAF (J-I) } VURTAB 1095
ZSHIFT-ZC (lj,J-I )+( ZC (It J )-ZC (lJ,Jrl ))*RATTn VORTAB 1097
DO I0 IJK"IpNAP VORTAB 1098
10 ZC (i_,IJK )=ZC (i# IJK )-ZSHIFI VORTAB 1009
ZLOC,,ZLDC + ZSHIFT* •OI*FSCORD VORTAB 1100
WZ-WZ-ZLOC VORTAB 1101
RADI.SQR T (ZC (2j,J-l) )+ {SQRT( ZC (?,,I))-SQRT{ ZC (2, J-l) ))*RATIO VORTAB 1102
RADI=RADI*.I VORTA8 1103
RADIUS-RADI*RNOT VORTAB 1104
C ** DISTANCES BETWEEN WING _i FUSELAr, F SI_RPANF.t._ ARE DETERMINED. VDRTAB 1105
Ii DO 30 I,,i_,3 VORTAB 1106
FI-PI E/180,O*PHI |141) VORTAB 1107
ZTEM-SIN(FI )*RADIUS VORTAB 1108
YTEM=CDS (FI)*RADIUS VORTAB 1109
30 TEST {I )=SQRT ((WZ-ZTEM) *.2+ (WY-YTEM)*e2 } VORTAB 1110
TESTI,,TEST (i) VORTAB 1111
TEST2-TEST(2) VORTAB 1112
TEST3,,TEST (3 } VORTAB 1113
C ** SUBPANEL BOUNDRY CLOSEST .TO THE WTNG IS _ELECTED. VDRTAB 1114
IF(TESTI.LT.TEST2.A.TESTI.LT.TF. ST_)G[I Tn 40 VORTAB 1115
IF (TEST2-TEST3) 38P 38p39 VrlRTAB 1116
38 ITEST-3 VORTAB 1117.
GO TO kl VflRI'AB 1118
3(_ ITEST-4 VORTAB 1119
GD TO ql VORTAB 1120
40 ITESI'2 VORTAB 1121
C ** SHIFTS A SUBPANEL BOUNDRY TO COP,RF..KPF]NnTO WING ROOT, VORTAB 1122
41 ROTESI-SQRT (WZ*WZ+WY*_Y) VORTAB 1123
RO( IIEST) -ROTES T2"ROTES T/RADI VORTAB 1124
PHI (IIEST)-PHIT-AS IN(WZIRUTEST)*IRO.OIPTF VORTAB 1125
DEL TARO,={ROTESI2-RNOT ) VORTAB 1126
",.4
APPENDIX B. Continued
C +* MAKES SIZE OF SUBPANELS ARROUND FLISFtAGE M_RE EQUAL. VnRTAB 1127
IF(ITEST-3)50,51,52 VORTAB 1128










GO TO 53 VORTAB 113g






C _ MAKES THE SECOND HALF OF IHE FUSELAGE A MIRROR IMAGE VORTAB 1146
C _+ OF THE FIRST HALF. VORTAB 1147










SUBROUTINE _IRSTO(NPAN) VORTAB 1157
C _+ THIS GENERATES THE FIRST 6 CARDS qF THE DATA DECK. VORTAB 1158
INTEGER WHERE VORTAB 1159
DIMENSION TITLE(8),RMACH(7),ALPHA(7} VORTAB 1160
APPENDIX B. - Continued
C ** A SHORT EXPLANATION OF THE CARD NUMnFQ%o VORTAB 1161
PRINT *,"THE CARD NUMBERS CORRFSPOND Trl THE CARD NUMBERS" VORTAB 1162
PRINT *,"AS GIVEN IN THE DDCUMFNT FrlR THF VGRLAX PR[IGRAM." VORTAB 1163
C ** CARD NUMBER 1 Vf}RTAB 1164
71 PRINT *,"ENTER TfIE DAIA FOR CAPD NU_ER I.." VORTAB 1165
PRINT *,"ENTER TITLE FOR THE AIOCRAFT CrINFIGURATION" VORTAB 1166
200 READ IO0,TITLE VORTAB 1167
IF(EDF(1) }200,201 VDRTAB 1168
2.01 CALL PRINTC (1,WHER[ | VORTAB 1169
IF(WHFRE)42,q2p?I VORTAB 1170
42 WRITE (7,10O)TITLE VORTAB 1171
100 FDRMAT(SAIO | VORTAB 1172
C ** CARD NUMBER 2 VORTAB 1173
72 PRINT *,"ENIER THE DATA FOR CARD NUM_EP 2." VDRTAB 1174
: PRINT *,"METHOD OF SOLVING THE SYSTEM .rIFFOUATIONS RELATING" VORTA8 1175
PRINT *,"BCUNDRY CCNDIIIONS TO VF]RTICITY STRENGTH (ISflLVE}.. VORTAB 1176
10 PRINT *,"0 FOR GAUSS-SEIDEL" VORTAB 1177
PRINT '_'11 FOR PURCELL'S VECTOR ORTHgGr]NALIZATION '' VORTA8 1178
202 READ (I,*)IS_LVE VORTAB 1179
IF(EOF(1))202,203 VDRTAB 1180
203 IF(ISOLVE.EQ.C.OR.ISOLVE.EQ.1IGfl Tq 11 VORTAB 1181
GO TO I0 VORTAB 1182
ii PRINT *,"CHDRDWISE SPACING OF VFIRTICFS (LAX)" VORTAB 1183
12 PRINT *,"0 FOR COSINF LAW SPACINr,.' VflRTAB 1184
PRINT *,"1 FOR LINEAR SPACING" VORTAB 1185
204 READ {I,*)LAX VORTAB 1186
IF(EOF(1) )204,205 VORTAB 1187
205 IF{LAX.EQ.1.6R.LAX.EQ.O)GO [0 1._ VDRTAB 1188
GO TO 12 VORTA8 1189
13 PRINT *,"SPANWISE SPACING OF V{IPTTCF_ (lAY)" VflRTAB 1190
1_ PRINT *,"0 FOR COSINE LAW SPACING" VORTAB 1191
PRINT *,"I FOR LINEAR SPACING" VORTAB 1192
206 READ (I_*ILAY VOPI'A_ 1193
IF(EOF(1) )206,207 VORTAB 1194
207 IF(LAY.EQ.I.UR.LAY.EQ.O)GO TO 15 VORTAB 1195
GO TO 14 VORTAB 1196
"-4
APPENDIX B. - Continued
I_ RFXPAk:O.O VORTAB 1197
IF(ISOLVE.EQ.1IG{] ID 17 VOPTAB 1198
PRINT '_,"INPUT THE IJVER-RELAXATIrlN PARAMETER (REXPAR)" VDRTAB 1199
PRINT *.,"INPUT 0.0 FOR MACHINE F)ETFPMTNED OPTIMUM" V[IRTAB 1200
60 PRINT *,"0.0 <= REXPAF( < .99" VORTAB 1201
20_ READ (1,*)REXPAR VflRTAB ]202
IF(EUF.{L))208_209 VORTAB '1203
209 IF(REXPAR.GE.O.O.A.REXPAR.LT..qa)r.n Tq 17 VORTAB 1204
GO TO 60 VORTAB 1205
17 PRINT *,"FIEIGHT ABE,VE GROUND Ill^r,},'' VORTAB 1206
PRINT *,"ENTER O.O FOR NO GROUNFI FFFFCT,, VORTAB 1207
210 READ (1,*)HAG VORTA8 1208
IF(EOF (1))210,211 V[IRTAB 1209
211 PRINT *_"LGNGITUDINAL VORTEX WAF_F FLqTATIFIN FACTOR (FLOATX}" VORTAB 1210
212 READ (lJ,*}FL{]ATX VDRTAB 1211
IF(E(]F(1) )212,213 VORTAB 1212
213 PRINT *_,"LATERAL VORTEX WAKE FLf_TATTqN FACTOR (FLOATY)" VORTAB 1213
214 READ (1,*)FLOATY VORTAB 1214
IF(EOF(1) )214,215 VDRTAB 1215
215 ITRMAX-O VDRTAB 1216
IF(ISULVE.E(Q.I)GO TO 20 VORTAB 1217
PRINT *.,"MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITE_ATIqNS FFIR THE GAUSS-SEIDEL" VORTAB 1218
PRINT *,"RELAXATION METHOD {IT_'M^X|" VORTAB 1219
PRINT *,"IF 0 IS ENTERED DEFAULT OF gq WILL BE USED" VORTA8 1220
216 READ (Ij,*)ITRMAX VORTAB 1221
IF(EOF(1})216,20 VORTAB 1222
20 CALL PRINTC(2,WHERE} VORTAB 1223
IF(WHERE )L,3,43, 72 VORTAB 1224
43 WR ITE (7_,101) ,SOLVE,LAX,LAY, RE XPAR J.HAG.FLq^ TX, FLrIATY_ ITRMAX VORTAB 1225
101 FDRMAT {1Xj,I 1, gX ,I1,gX, I] P_X, 4F10.3,-t_{,T'_) VORTAB 1226
C ** CARD NbMBER 3 VQRTAB 1227
73 PRINT *,"ENTER THE DATA FOR cAPn NIIM_FP "I." VORTArl 1228
PRINT *,"NUMBER OF _IACH NUMBERS TF] qF ANAI.Y/E.D (NMACH}" VORTAB 1229
50 PRINT *,11<=7" V(IRTAB 1230
217 READ (I,*)NMACH VORTAB 1231
IF(E{JF(1) )217_218 VIIRTAB 1232
APPENDIX B. - Continued
218 IF(NMACH.GT.7)GO TO 50 VORTAB 1233
IF(NMACH.E(_.O)GO TC 55 VORTA8 1234
DO 51 J=I,NMACH VORTAB 1235
PRINT *,.'INPUT MACH NUMBER # ..,J VORTAB 1236
300 READ (I_*)RMACH(J) VORTAB 1237
IF(EDF(1) )300,51 VORTAB 1238
51 CONTINUE VORTAB 123g
55 CALL PRINTC(3,WHERE) VORTAB 1240
IF(WHERE)44,44,73 VORTAB 1241
44 WRITE(T, IO3)NMACH, (RMACH(J),J=I,NMACH) VORTAB 1242
103 FORMAT(12,SX,TFIO.3) VORTAB 1243
C _* CARD NUMBER 4 VORTAB 1244
74 PRINT _,..ENTER THE UATA FOR CARD NUMBFR 4." VORI'AB 1245
PRINT *,"NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTArK (NALPHA)" VORTAB 1246
52 PRINT _,,"<- 7" VORTAB 1247
219 READ (I,m)NALPHA VORTAB 1248
IF(EOF(I| 1219,220 VORTAB 12.49
.2ZO IF(NALPHA.GT.7|GII TO 52 VORTAB 1250
IF(NALPHA.EQ.O)GO T0 b4 VORTAB 1251
DO 57 J=I,NALPHA VORTAB 1252
PRINT *,"INPUT ANGLE _ ",J," IN I_FGREFS" VORTAB 1253
301 READ (1,_)ALPHA(J) VORTAB 1254
IF(EOF(1) }301,57 VOR TAB 1255
57 CONTINUE VORTAB 1256
54 CALL PRINTC(4,WHERE) VORTAB 1257
IF (WHERE)45,4.5,74 VDRTAB 1758
45 WRITE (7, I03)NALPHA, (AIPHA (J), J-1 ,NAL PHA ) VOPTAB 125g
C _* CARD NUMBER 5 VORTAB 1260
75 PRINT _,"ENIER THE DATA FOR CAPD NUM_F.R 5. tt VORTAB 1261
PRINT *,"ASYMMETRIC FLIGHT OR C[INFIGURATInN FLAG (LATRAL)'. VORTAB 1262
30 PRINT _,'10 FCR SYMMETRIC FLIGHT AND CflNFTr.,URATION'' VORTAB 1263
PRINT _,"I FOR ASYMMETRIC FLIGHT AND/rlP CqNFIGURATION" VORTAB 1264
221 READ (I,*)LATRAL VORTAB 1265
IF(EOF(1) )221,222 VORTAB 1266
222 Ir (LAIRAL.E(Q.O)GO TO 31 VORTAB 1267
IF(LATRAL.EQ.I)GO TU 31 VORTAB 1268
,. .'
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GD TO '30 V[IRTAB 1269
31 PSI'O.O VORTAB 1270
[F(LATRALoEQ.O)GO TO 32 VORT._B 1,271
PRINT *,"SIDESLIP ANGLE IN. DEG_FF_ (.P_T;)_''_ VORTAB 1272
223 READ (I,*)PSI V_RTAB ]"273
[F(EUF(1) )2"23,3'2 VORTAB 1274
32 PRINT 'w.,"PITCH RATE IN DEGREES/SFCnNF) ('PITCHO.)" VORTAB 12?5 "
224 READ (I.,w_)PITCHO VORTAB 1276
IF(EOF(1) }224,225 VORTAB 12?7
225 ROLLQ'YAWO-O.O VORTAB 1278
IF(LAT.RAL.EQ..O}GD TO 3'3 VORTAB 1.279
PRINT '_,"ROLL RATE IN DEGREES/S.ECON r) {R:rlLLQ}-" VDRTAB 1280
226 READ (1,4'}ROLLQ VORTAB 1281
IF(EUF(I} }226,.22.? VDRT'AB 1282
227 PRINT _,"YAW RATE IN DEGREESIS.FCON[_ (YA'.WQ",)" VORT_B 1283
228 READ (1.,ww)YAW.Q VORTAB 1284
IF(EOF(1) 1228,33 VORTAB 1285
33 IF(PITCHQ.NE..O)GO TO 34 VORTAB 1286
IF(YAWQ..NE.O)GO TO 34 VORTAB 1287.
IF(ROLLQ.NE.O}GO TC 34 VDRT_B 1288
VlNF"O.O VOR TAB 1289
GO TO 35 VORTAB 1290
34 PRINT '_,"REFERENCE FREE. STREAM V'F[nCII_Y {V'INF):" V[IRTA".B i_29-I"
PRINT _',."IF0.0 IS ENTERED DEF_IJLI_ [IF l.O I'S,USED" VORTAF_" 1.292
229 READ (I,'_')VINF VORTAB 1293
IF (:EOF(11))22g, 35 VORTAB 1294-
35 CA'LL PRINTC(5,WHERE) VORTAB 1295
IF (.WHERE)46,46,75 VOPTAB 1296
46 WRITE(17,104)LAIRAL,PSI.,PI.TCHQ,OnLLO,.YAWO,.VINF VORTAB 1297
104 FORMAT (1,X,I1_8 X,5F 10.3) VORTAB 1298
C w,w.CARD NUMBER 6 VORTAB 1299
76 PRINT _',"ENTER THE DATA FOR CARD NUMBFR _.." V{IRTAB 1300
PRINT _,"REFERENCE AREA FOR FO_(?.FAND MOMENT. COEFF-rCIENTS (S-REF)" VORTAB 1301
230 READ {I,'_)SREF VORTAB 1302
IF{EDF {.i))230,.231 VORTAB. 1303
231 PRINT *,"PITCH{NG MOMENT COEFFICTFNT RFFEP:ENC_F LENGTH,, VORTAB 1304
6 • • •
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PRINT *_"USUALLY MEAN AERODYNAMIC CIAO_D LENGTH (CBAR}" VORTAR 1305
232 READ (I_*)CBAR VORTAB 1306
IF(EDF(I} }232,233 VORTAB 1307
233 PRINT *,"X-COORDINATE {IF MOMENT QFF_R_NC_ POINT (XBAR)" VfIRTAB 130B
234 READ (I_*)XBAR VORTA_ 130g
IF(EOF(1) )234,235 VORTAB 1310
235 PRINT *#"Z-COORDINATE UF MUMENT REFERF.NCF. POINT (ZBAR}" VORTAB 1311
236 READ (I_*)ZBAR VORTAB 1312
IF(EDF (i)3236_237 VDRTAB 1313
237 PRINT *,"TOTAL WING SPANIN UNITS nF SPFF AND CBAR (WSPAN)" VORTAB 1314
238 READ (1,*)WSPAN VORTAB 1315
IF{EOF(1))23B,23g VORYAB 1316
23g CALL PRINTC (6pWHERE) VDRTAB 1317
IF (WHERE)47,z, 7_ 76 VDRTAB 131B
47 WRITE (7_ iIO )NPAN_SN EF,CBARp XBA_, Z.BAQ,W_PAN VORTAB 1319




SUBROUTINE PRINTC(N, WHERE) VORTAB 1324
C ** ALLOWS A OUESTION TO BE ANSWERED WITH YFS DR NO_ VORTAB 1325
C ** OR, TRUE UR FALSE, OR ANYTHING LFSS THFN 16 CHARACTERS VORTAB 1325
C ** THAT STARTS WITH Y,TpNp OR F. VORTAB 1327
INTEGER WHERE VORTAB 1328
DlflENSION ANSER(iS) VORTAB 1329
PRINT *p"DO YOU WANT T0 RE-ENT_P TH_ DATA FOR CARD ",N VORTAB 1330.
PRINT *_"ENTER Y ER T FOR YES nP N qq F FOR NO," VDRTAB 1331
4 READ (1,13 ANSER VORTAB 1332
IF(EOF(1)}_,5 VORTAB 1333
I FORMAT(15AI) VORTAB 133_
5 ANS-ANSER (I) VORTAB 1335
IF(ANS.EQ.1HT|GO TC. 2 VORTAB 1335
IF(ANS.E(Q.IHY|GO TO 2 VORTAB 1337
IF{ANS.EQ.IHN)GO T_ 3 VORTAB 1338
-.q
APPINI)IX II. - (i(}ntinued
IFIANS.I.O.IItFIGII 111 3 VORT_R 133g
PRINT _"_E-ENIER Y{IIJR ANSWER I rFT .ItJgTTrIFD." VnRTAB 1340
G[) TO 4 VORIAB 1341
C _* YES VORT&E 1342
2 WHERE=I VORTAB 1343
RETURN VORTAB 1344
C _* NO VORTAB 1345




SUBROUTINE LAST3 VORTAB 1350
C ** IlIIS IS USED T_ GENERATk THE LAST 3 c&Rr_s _'S lq, 20, E 21. VORTAB 1351
DIMENSION XS(20} VORTAB 1352
INTEGER WHERE VORT_B I353
PRINT *,"THE DATA FOP IHE LAST "_ C^_}S IS INPUT NEXT," VORTAB 1354
PRINT *,,'.THESE CARDS ARE NUMBERFD lq. _0, AND 21." VDRTAB 1355
C ** CARD NUMBER 19. VORTAB 1356
PRINT _,"ENTER DATA FOR CARD NUM_FP IQ." VORTAB 1357
I PRINT *,"NUMBER OF X-STATIONS TO OFFINE SPATIAL FLOW FIELD" VORTAB 1358
PRINT _,"SURVEY GRID < Zl, (N_S)" VflRTAB 1359
bO READ (I,*)NXS VORTAB 1360
IF(EOF(I))50,51 VORTAB 1361
5i IF(NXS.GTo20)GD T0 i VORTAB I362
I_(NXS.GT.O)GG TO 2 VORTAB i363
NYS-NZS=O VORTAB 1364
GO TO I0 VORTAB 1365
2 PRIN| *j|'NUMI_ER OF Y-STATIONS Trl DFFIN r THE RIJTT LINF" VORTAB 1366
PRINT _,"VALUES OF THE SURVEY GPID (NY_)" VORTAB 1367
5Z READ (I,*}NYS VOPTAB 1368
IF (EOF (I))b2,53 VORTAP. 1369
53 PRINT *,"NUMBER OF Z-SIATIONS Tq D_FTNF THE WATER LINE" VORTAB 1370
PRINT *,"VALUES OF IHE SURVEY APT{) (NT_)" VORTAF_ 1371
54 READ (I,*)NZS VNRTAB 1372
m IF • °
APPENDIX B. - Continued
IF(EOF(1))b4,10 VDPTAB 1373
I0 CALL PRINTC(19pWHERE) VORTAR 1374
IFIWHERE)II,II,I VDRTAB 1375
11 WRITE(4,1OO)NXS,NYS,NZS VORTAB 1376
iO0 FORMAI(3(12,BX)) VORTAB 1379
IF(NXS.GT.O)GO ID g VDRTAB 1378
PRINT *,"EXECUTION DF ]HE PROGRAM TS C_MPLETED" VORTAB 1379
RETURN VORTAB 1380
C ,2 CARD NUMBER 20. VDRTAB 1381
9 PRINT _," ENTER THE DATA FCIR CARD NUMRFq ?0" VORTAB 1382
5 PRINT *,"X-STATION VALUES FOR SPATTAL FLQW FIELD (XS)" VORTAB 1383
DO 30 JJ-I,NXS VORTAB 1384
PRINT *,"ENTER X-SIATION NUNdER "_JJ VORTA8 1385
31 READ (I,*)XS(JJ) VO_TAB 1386
IF.(EDF(1))31,30 VORTA8 1387
30 CONTINUE VDRTAB 1388
55 CALL PRINTCI20,WHERE) VORTAB 1389
IF(WHERE)20_20,5 VORTA8 1390
20 WRiTE(4,101)(XS(J),J'I,NXS) VORTAB 1391
101 FORMAT(BFIO.3) VORTAB 1392
C $* CARD NUMBER 21. VORTAB 13q3
40 PRINT *,"ENTER DATA FOR CARD NIIMRrQ ?I" VORTAB 1394
PRINT *_"BEGINNING OF GRID IN RtlTT LTNF _T_FCTION (YNOT)" VORTAB 1395
bb READ (I,.$)YN{]T VORTAB 13.96
[F(EOF(1))b6,b7 VORT_8 1397
57 PRINT *,"Y-SPACING OF TH_ GRID (_FLTAY|" VORTA8 1398
b8 READ (I,*)DELTAY VORTAR 1399
IF(EOF(1))SB,59 VORTAB 1400
-.4
APPENDIX B. - Concluded
o
59 PRINT *,"BEGINNING OF GRID IN WATF_ LTNF r)IRECTION (ZNDT)" VORTAB 1401
60 READ (I,*)ZNOT VORTAB 1402
-IF(EOF(I| ]60,bl VORTAB 1403
61 PRINI *,"Z-SPACING OF THE GRID {DFLTA_)" VORTAB 1404
62 READ (I,*)DEETAZ VORTAB 1405
IF(EOF(1))62,63 VORTAB 1406
03 CALL PRINTC(21,WHERE) VD.RTAB 140T
IF(WHERE)41_41,4C VDRTAB 140B
41 WRITE(4,1OI)YNOT,DELTAY_ZNDT,DELTA7 VORTAB 140g
PRINT *,,,EXECUFIDN OF THE PROGQA_ IS CqMPLETED" VORTAB 1410
RETURN VORT_B 1411
END VORT_B 1412
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